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This Is The Deal
Audioarts Engineering manufactures a complete

line of audio consoles for every size radio station and
market.

Like the brand new RD -I2/20 series-the latest
in digital technology. Fully modular with three stereo
busses, analog and digital inputs and outputs and
hot-swappable modules.

Or the R- I7: a modular design in a compact
mainframe with everything you demand in a broadcast
console: muting, tallies, machine control, rackmount
power supply-and more.

BIM

u,1
R-60

The R-5: I 2 inputs with dual source channels,
exclusive Simple Phone TM telco interface, full function
tape remote and more-all in an affordable package.

R-60: The # I selling console in the U.S. Fully
modular for any combination of modules, superb audio
performance, LED illuminated switches, dual inputs on
each channel and a wealth of complete features
engineered by the Wheatstone design team.

From on -air to production, we have a console
to fit your needs with no compromise in quality
or performance.

And These Are The Dealers
Broadcast Supply Worldwide Crouse-Kimzey: RF Specialties: Southampton, PA
Tacoma, WA Colorado Springs. CO Concord, CA Phone: 888-260-9298
Phone: 800-426-8434 Phone: 800-257-6233 Phone: 888-737-7321 Fax: 215-322-4585
Fax: 800-231-7055 Fax: 719-392-8879 Fax: 925-687-9991 Email:
Email: infogpbswusa.com Email: ledwards@proaudio.com Email: newbro@ix.necom.com harrylarkin@compuserve.com
Broadcasters General Store Lynn, IN Santa Barbara, CA Pittsburgh, PA
Ocala, FL Phone: 877-223-2221 Phone: 800-346-6434 Phone: 724-733-1994
Phone: 352-622-7700 Fax: 765-874-2540 Fax: 805-682-5170 Fax: 724-327-9336
Fax: 352-629-7000 Email: bpike@proaudio.com Email: rfsca@aol.com Email: rfo@ub.net
Email: bgs@atlantic.net Annapolis, MD Valparaiso, FL Amarillo, TX
S.C.M.S. Phone: 800-955-6800 Phone: 800-476-8943 Phone: 888-839-7373

Pineville. NC Fax: 410-754-9999 Fax: 850-729-2744 Fax: 806-373-8036

Phone: 800-438-6040 Email: kkaras@proaudio.com Email: rfoffl@aol.com Email: rfstx©compuserve.com

Fax: 704-889-4540 Fort Worth, TX Kearney, MO Seattle, WA
Email: sales'jscmsinc. corn Phone: 800-433-2105 Phone: 800-467-7373 Phone: 800-735-705 I

Fax: 972-623-2800 Fax: 816-628-4508 Fax: 206-937-8544
Email: mbradford@proaudio.com Email: rfmo@sky.net Email: jerryhill@csi.com

Tel: 252-638-7000  Fax: 252-637-1285
E-mail: sales@wheatstone.com

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
A DIVISIOri of WheMSIOIlt
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ENCO f Orban + Harris= DADPRo32
The Only Complete Digital Audio Delivery Solution

ENCO and Orbdr !lave combined the best features and technology of their digital audio products, and

Harris now exclusively represents the new and improved DADPRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System.

DADPRo32 offers all of the features and functionality demanded by today's progressive broadcast

facilities. Utilizing standard off the shelf non-proprietary hardware, network architecture, and operating

systems, DAD is the logical choice for both Automated and Live Assist On -Air operations, Production,

News, and Inventory Management. DAD supports Orban Sound Cube Technology, transparent links to

the Orban Audicy Multitrack Editing System, sharing of data with other software applications for Wire

Capture & Editing, Scheduling & Billing, and the Internet, as well as interface to other professional

broadcast control and switching equipment. And DAD comes with free software upgrades for the first

year, permitting immediate access to all of the latest features supported by rapidly emerging technology

and evolving broadcast industry requirements.

Integrated LAN and WAN capabilities make DADPRo32 the logical choice for groupwide, nationwide, or

worldwide sharing of Audio, remote VoiceTracking, News, Schedules, and other data.

Call Harris today to discuss how the DADPRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System will perm t you to realize the

operational efficiencies and cost savings available with the latest technology.

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications
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Broadcast Quail
Date:

Wed, 02
1999 14:50:05

LawCurtis La

To:
Ike Moore

Subject:
"Televvave

FM Dipole

Just a little note
and a request.

Your station
survived

the winter

Good afternoon
Ike:

with flying colors.
Joe

and I have bee
to get to the

mountain
for the last week

Vol a half, and inspected
all the

equipment.
Your antenna

and feedlines
are doing fine.

Now
for the request.

I would
'ike to knovg your point of contact

atl-elewave
for the dipole antenna

you had them
make.

Let me

tell you something:
it works

in an area where
other 100 watt

translators
can't even be heard. I've personally

heard your station

with about 2 mountains
in the \Nay. Nothing

else is heard on FM

from that location,
other than

yours.

Needless
to say, 3oe

and I are impressed
and

wed like to talk to

lelewave
about some antennas

for 01)(1-.

Let me know...

Curt Law

Aksala
Electronics,

Inc.

Kodiak
Alaska

(907) 486-4700

Attachment:
dipole-tovver.jpg

Rugged High Performance Antennas  Dipole Arrays  Fiberglass Omni
Remote and STL Yagi  900 MHz STL Combiners  Cavity Filters

Preselectors  Antenna Power Dividers  Preamplifiers

1-800-331-3396 www.telewave.corn

TELEWAVE, INC.
Mountain View, CA
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The next step

What are you looking for at NAB? You will hear
that question over and over as the show ap-
proaches, even more so when you are on the

show floor. At last month's European AES convention,
radio was prominent (because there really is not a
dominant radio convention in Europe). Since it was held
in February this year, the convention provided a glimpse
of what to expect at the NAB. Walking the show floor and
attending the program sessions at this year's NAB should
give you some fresh ideas. Here are some of the items
I expect to see in this and coming years.

Like all industries, radio continues
to evolve. In some ways, radio sta-
tions function like they have since
the inception of radio. The basic
process includes the creation of pro-
gram content, program delivery to
the transmission system and trans-
mission to the public. The ways in
which stations complete the first two
steps vary greatly. These three steps
have typically been considered as a
complete process. This is no longer
the case.

The process of content creation has taken many new
forms. Computer storage and automation, digital editing,
the Internet, ISDN and many other technologies have
changed how we gather, assemble, rearrange, reuse and
sometimes share content. For the creation aspect, look
for changes and improvements in audio acquisition
methods (portable recorders), audio distribution from
the field to the studio or studio to studio, and increased
computer -networking capabilities. We have already seen
a change in the way audio is distributed and mixed within
a facility. These enhancements will continue to grow.
The evolution of STLs from dedicated telephone lines

to microwave transmitters, back to dedicated telephone
lines (T1) and back to RF transmitters (like wireless T1)
opens the door to other new possibilities. Changes to this
aspect of radio will likely be more subtle.

The basic RF transmission facilities have not really
changed in function, just in form and efficiency. This is
the area undergoing its biggest change. In the U.S.,
IBOC continues to its progress toward becoming a
reality. In Canada, Eureka DAB ensembles are on the air
already. The next big step for RF transmission will be
the S-DARS services.

According to its most basic definition, radio is delivery

of audio content to a listening audience. This will never
change. We have already seen the introduction of a new
audio transmitter: the streaming audio encoder. If you
have walked into the Sand Expo Center over the past
few years, you know it is almost a completely different
world. Some interesting new ideas are shown in this area
of the convention. The ideas will certainly come into use
for radio, some sooner than others.

Internet audio streaming can still work on the same
broadcast ideas as conventional transmissions. The
biggest difference is that there is no coverage contour
to consider; the entire world is your listener. It will,
however, take some time for Internet radio to replace
conventional radio. The biggest obstacle is the simplic-
ity of a dedicated listening appliance. Pressing the
power button and having instantaneous audio is just not
yet possible with a PC. Software -based radios do have
the advantage of being upgraded with minimal effort.
A new player or algorithm can be downloaded and
ready to go in moments.
As you start planning your visit to the last NAB of the

millennium (sorry, I'm sticking to my guns on this one)
you should keep a firm grasp on the realities of radio. You
should not, however, be afraid to loosen your grip a little
as you go around the next corner.

Chriss Scherer, editor
chriss scherer@intertec.com

(
beradio@intertec.corn

AX:
.913/967-1905

%DER RESPONSE
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See us at NAB Booth #83178

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
Tel: '300) 237-1776 Fax: (978) 635-0401 Fax -on -demand: (978) 264-9973
Email: info@comrex.com www.comrex.com
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Contract Engineering

Spring checkup

(part 2, transmitter site and outdoors)
By Kirk Harnack

Transmitter sites and outdoor equipment tend to be
ignored during the winter. Warmer weather may not
come along every day this month, but when it does,

take advantage of it by maintaining your transmitter and
outdoor equipment. Proper transmitter -site maintenance
requires time and effort. Arrange the site in such a way that
your visit is as productive and enjoyable as possible.

Getting ready
Making a list of items to bring to and retrieve from the site

is worthwhile. My list includes rodent traps, trash can liners,
wasp spray, paper towels and fresh air filters. Add a broom
and dustpan to your list if your transmitter site is not already
equipped with them. I also gather the items I have collected

Antennas and satellite dishes should be checked for ice damage and any
effects from the extreme cold.

for my next trip. These include parts ordered since the last
trip, legal postings and reminders of maintenance items. A
few minutes of preparation will make the maintenance trip
more productive and prevent return trips.

Preventive maintenance should be a regular part of any
transmitter visit. What exactly is preventive mainte-
nance? Some engineers regard it as simply logging
transmitter parameters and checking modulation levels,
but beneficial preventive maintenance involves a bit
more. The first element in such maintenance is a thor-
ough inspection. A pilot's preflight inspection comprises
walking around the aircraft and visually checking impor-
tant systems and functions. Similarly, walking through
the transmitter site and around the building perimeter

and tower(s) usually will reveal (or remind you of)
needed maintenance items.

When checking transmitter readings, it is wise to check
and log all available readings. A simple grid form can be
devised to log all possible readings. This form can be kept
on a clipboard at the site. Completing this form takes only
a few minutes, yet it can make subtle changes in transmit-
ter operation much more apparent. The same form may
also contain other critical readings at the site, such as STL
signal strength, nitrogen tank and line pressure, building
and exhaust temperature, and other system -status indica-
tions. Figure 1 shows part of a form for a typical site.

A second useful form comprises a checklist of items to
inspect, similar to the pilot's preflight checklist. Try to
think of everything in and around the site that could
hamper safe and legal operations if it were not up to par.
Several brainstorming sessions may be necessary to
finalize this checklist. A typical form might include the
following: Note condition of fences, guy anchor points,
fence gates, locks, alarm system, air handler motors and
belts, air -conditioner filters and belts, generator fuel, and
generator battery. Note the presence of FCC tower
registration signs, RF warning signs, station licenses and
other required signs and documentation.

Vacuuming, sweeping and changing air filters are as much
a part of preventive maintenance as inspecting the trans-
mitter. Ten minutes spent creating a cleaner environment
for your air -hungry transmitter will pay off in the long run.

Generator maintenance
More stations are equipped with backup power gener-

ators now due to Y2K preparedness efforts. Generator
sets (gensets) require their own set of preventive mainte-
nance procedures. As with transmitter site maintenance,
making a checklist to direct and record your inspection is
especially useful. In addition to those procedures indicat-
ed in the genset's manual, the following are items worth
inspecting: Open any enclosure doors to check for pests
and their nests, then clean out infestations; set out poison
or repellants to keep pests down; check the age and
condition of the battery, leads and charging circuit; exer-
cise the generator weekly and test under load monthly;
make basic engine checks of oil, coolant and fuel.

Diesel gensets require the following additional inspec-
tions: Check for good fuel monthly and use fuel additives
as recommended by the manufacturer or local fuel

8 BE Radio March 2000 www.beradlo.com



Crown was there...
where were you?
Five Crown Broadcast

FM30 Transmitters were the
backbone of the nearcast

network at the biggest sporting
event on the planet.

the low power I

Crown transmitters are the standard for many
LPFM and FM nearcast applications throughout
the world with power levels and flexibility to
meet any broadcast requirements. Crown
Broadcast transmitters are designed and
engineered to the same reliable performance
standards known worldwide as the hallmarks of
all Crown products.

Enjoy on -air confidence with compact transmitter
designs that integrate audio processing, stereo
generation and RF amplification. Choose from
custom configurations for innovative solutions to

meet any broadcast needs. And, be confident in
your choice, with service from some of the finest
talent in the industry.

Call us, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for
more information about the versatile transmitters
from Crown Broadcast. Phone: 800-294-8050; Fax:

219-294-8222 Email: broadcast@crownintl.com
www.crownbroadcast.com

NAB Booth #R984

Crown International Inc. 1718 W Mishawaka Road Elkhart Indiana

crownbroadcast
 800-194-8050  www.crownbroadcast.com
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Contract Engineering
supplier; check for proper
operation from the "day tank"
or other small pump -fitted
holding tank; check for good
operation from engine heat-
ers or oil warmers; run the
genset at 60 percent or more
of rated load at least monthly
for continued good engine
operation; check and change
fuel filters at least as often as
recommended.
Winter weather - especial-

ly ice - can damage outdoor
equipment. Although it may
take a tower crew to inspect a
station's transmitting and STL
antennas, there are likely oth-
er antennas and outdoor items
worth looking at yourself.

Many stations' studio build -

Date 10/11/99 10/30/99 11/14/99 12/02/99

Transmitter
AC Phase A (V) 208 209 209 208
AC Phase B (V) 206 206 207 206
AC Phase C (V) 210 211 211 210
Blower OK OK OK Some noise
IPA Fil E (V) 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.1
PA Fil E (V) 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.9
IPA GI E(V) 70 70 71 71
IPA GI I (mA) 18 18 18 18
IPA Ip (mA) 140 142 142 142
IPA Ep (V) 1160 1170 1170 1160
PA G1 E(V) 110 110 112 110
PA GI I (mA) 150 150 155 150
PA G2 EM 710 715 715 710
PA G2 I (mA) 180 180 185 180
PA Plate E (V) 3800 3850 3850 3800
PA Plate I (A) 1.10 1.12 1.12 1.10
Forward Pwr (%) 97 100 100 96
Reflected Pwr (:1) 1.08 1.08 1.06 1.08
Check Tuning
AM Noise (dB) -54 -53 -53 -53

Remote Control
Check Calibration
Check Time/Date

STL Receiver
Signal Strength imvi 380 390 380 350

ings bristle with a variety of Each transmitter visit should include a complete set of trans-
auxiliary antennas. These an- miller r

tennas range from police -scan-
ner antennas to AM and FM receiving
antennas. Many fall in the "consumer"
category of construction and quality.
Hence, a long and carefree life of

eadings.

sen ice is doubtful. It is often not word
the time to repair or refurbish consum-
er -grade antennas. You should install
new ones where necessary along with

try to control yourself...

l'n

Remote Facilities Controller

control transmitter from any telephone

8-64 channels of telemetry and control

programmable control by date and time

optional printer and modem adapters

programmable telemetry alarms

full -featured. affordable reliable

integrated rack panel

Intelligent Rack Adapter

parallel printer interface

internal modem for data

front panel status indicators

battery backed power supply

rack mountable chassis (1U)

Dual Channel Audio Failsafe

provides contact closure on loss of audio

adjustable from 7 seconds to 4 5 minutes

monitors two audio channels

integrated rack panel

cost-effective. reliable

4IV Sine Systems.
. 7:'H '3500 voirc  615 227 2'193 fax-or-dernand  www sines/stems corn

new baluns and coax connec-
tors. After receiving antennas
are repaired or replaced, the
news department may stop
having signal problems. It may
also be surprised to hear more
emergency radio calls and to
no longer have signal prob-
lems in the control rooms.

Coax checkup
Satellite -dish antennas need

springtime care, too. Check
first for signs of frost heave at
the base of dish installations.
Next, look for damage from
ice expansion in feedhom sup-
ports and other tubular mem-
bers. A careful examination of
the LNA or LNB cable is worth-
while as well. Water ingress
here can cause intermittent
problems or knock the whole
system out.

Coax cables fitted with grounding
straps should also be checked. Water
can invade at the ground -strap instal-
lation and travel inside the outer jack-
et if everything is not properly sealed.

Check coax grounding attachments
wherever possible at the transmitter
site. Winter may have been harsh on
these outdoor connections and, you
will need them during the upcoming
lightning storm season.
Springtime preventive maintenance

at the transmitter site also includes a
review of the overall grounding
scheme. Check for tight connections
to the tower, ground rods, common -
point ground system and equipment.
These connections should be me-
chanically secure and unyielding to
movement or vibration.

Before it gets hot
Think about the maintenance

chores coming up in the next few
months. If any involve dealing with
hot rooftops or attic crawl spaces,
you may want to do those sooner
rather than later. Pulling cables through
a 130 -degree attic in July is a chore I
try to avoid by doing it now - when
it's only 100 degrees.

Kirk Hamack, BE Radio's consultant on
contract engineering, is president of
Hamack Enginering, Cleveland, MS.

Circle (108) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Ifyour Digital Console
will cost more than 53,995

you are paying too much!

There is a REVOLUT ON cominc from Colcradc Digitc
Call P70) 22L-2248
NAB Booth rR1574
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Managing Technology

Other industries are drawing existing and poten-
tial technical talent away from broadcasting.

Attracting new engineering talent
By John Caracciolo

In a recent survey released by The Wall Street Journal,
unemployment is at an all-time low. This means
American businesses need help finding qualified

people. In a recent career section of a local paper that
polled human resource executives, most of the execu-
tives commented that quality workers were a scarce
commodity. This condition in American business is hav-
ing a catastrophic effect on radio engineering.

The industry as a
whole is suffering from
a scant supply of qual-
ity, full-time engineer-
ing help. Look at the
help -wanted section
of any trade publica-
tion; there are always
numerous positions
available for qualified
engineers.

We are to blame.
We have not created
a career path for ra-
dio engineering. We
have no accredited
university courses, no
training ground and
no fundamental plan
for the future of radio
engineering.
Consolidation

brought many posi-
tives to the industry
as a whole. Howev-

er, one major negative was that it exposed the lack of
engineering talent in the radio industry. When consol-
idation hit, competent quality engineers were brought
into the larger groups and offered jobs with great pay
and benefits, but with longer hours and a huge increase
in responsibility. Instead of just one or two stations, in
some situations, their responsibilities tripled overnight.
The engineers that were left out moved into other
industries like computers, the Internet, PCS or cellular.
Here, they were offered jobs with nine -to -five hours and
no pagers. Our radio engineering talent was depleted.

Where does the problem start? It starts with us. If you
ask 10 general managers to write a job description for a
chief engineer, you will get 10 different answers. The
radio engineer's role has changed so dramatically in the

last few years that we have single-handedly driven
young, fresh talent away from this industry.

Time to step in
We need to reenergize the engineering industry. We

need to get young minds and fresh faces into the field
and make them want to stay in it. However, this takes
training and the ability to work with someone who is
young and inexperienced. There is a tradeoff, though.
You might not get all of the experience you are looking
for, but you will get someone that is eager and energetic.
You will get someone who is willing to give 110 percent
and go the extra mile.

So, where do we find this person? It could be a college
radio station or a high school audiovisual club. Remember,
this is still the entertainment business, and some do
consider it a very sexy field. Let's start with a job
description that does not ask for the world and pays a little
more than minimum wage.
The job description should read something like this:
Wanted: fresh dynamic individual to work in the field of

radio engineering. Entry-level position for the right candi-
date. Applicant must be willing to give 110 percent, go the
extra mile, be a solid communicator and have a high desire
to learn the inner workings of a radio station. The applicant
must possess technical skills and act as a team with the
promotional, programming and sales departments of the
station. Only candidates who desire a career and are
willing to make an investment in their future should apply.

The right stuff
The implementation of a maintenance program and the

ability to develop and grow with the station are two
essential components any applicant should possess. These
are qualities best taught to someone who is just starting in
the field. An entry-level position at a small station or a
college station provides a wonderful opportunity for the
eager young engineer that wants to pursue a career in

-
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New Connecting Clear Channel Coast to Coast
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One -size -fits -all Satellite.

Some vendors think it's great. But it can
really squeeze you, the broadcaster.

WE TAKE A DIFFERENT APPROACH.

NPR
SATELLITE
SERVICES'

We offer C- and Ku -band receiver alternatives
under $1,600 that let you customize your
network. Long-term space commitments at a
set price. Personalized packages that leave
you in control.

NPR Satellite Services
THE RIGHT FIT IN SATELLITE BROADCASTING.

202 . 414 . 2626 www.nprss.org\this
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The New Standard for
Digital Consoles

Numix consoles by Logitek
give you all of the flexibility you need

 True DSP-based digital mix ng and routir g

 Combine analog and digital signals as needed 110

 Re -configure fader and btftor assignments
'oh the fly" - no need to re -wire anyth rg

 Integrates nizely with digtal storage system
fader displa-ys provide room for song titles,
:iming 'nformation, or ether nessages

 Contemporary ergonomic design keeps
:ontrol; within easy reach

' Building-ElDck" design allows you to specify
a console with 6 to 42 fader channels

 Easy ins:allalion, clean wiring -- leave all of
that extra equipment and cabling in the
equipment racks

Call today for more information

5622 Edgemoor
Houstcn, D 77081
800.231.5870 (No -th America)
tel: 71.3.664.4470
fax 713.664.4479

Logue
Cigital With a Bett,r Difference

Visit us at www.logitekaudio.com

Managing
Technology

electronics, not just radio. Computers,
PCS and cellular all require trouble-
shooting and signal -tracing skills that
need to be practiced. There is no
better place to learn than at the small
station or the educational broadcaster.

In 1984, I started my engineering
career as an assistant engineer at
WLIR. I was given the ability to learn
new skills, but most of my day was
spent in a fast -paced environment
that left little time to learning. In 1985,
I took a position with Hofstra Univer-
sity as the chief engineer of WRHU.
Who was I kidding? I was certainly not
qualified for this position. I was okay
when I was with another engineer,
but on my own, I was a little rusty.
WRHU gave me the opportunity to
develop my skills and work in an
environment that nurtured growth.
The university maintained a consult-
] ng relationship with the former CE of
WRHU during most of my tenure.
This individual was a valuable asset to
me and the school throughout the
years. He would coach me, develop
my talents, and serve as an advisor to
the constantly changing technical world
that I was growing up in.

On major projects or large growth
planning, the consultant would
come in for the day to offer his
expertise and oversee the plan-
ning and blueprint stage. I would
work at my own pace following the
plans, and he would always be just
a telephone call away. As the years
passed, the telephone calls became
few and far between.

The demand for skilled technical
people is increasing every day. Just
look at the want ads of your local
paper - MIS, cellular, cable and PCS
companies are all looking for qualified
and entry-level technical people. We
are not just competing with other
radio companies for these individuals;
we are competing with other busi-
nesses that offer lucrative employ-
ment packages. We must create a
desirable environment for young,
energetic and technical people to
enter into this field. It is up to us. I
John Caracciolo is vice president and gen-
eral manager of Jarad Broadcasting Com-
pany, Garden City, NY.

C role (112) on Free Info Card or c 010 rwrzid,/, con
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There are 500,000,000*
Streaming Internet Radio Stations!

Why Will People Listen To You?

Quality Attracts Revenue
eSTREAM processes your station's audio
so you sound better over the internet.
eSTREAM lets you stream "on -air audio
quality over the net" through your
favorite streaming media encoder
and server. Your cyber audience will
experience the powerful new dimension
in Internet ready audio, allowing you
to increase revenue by building your
station's cyber audience with high quality
audio. If you need high sound quality
over the Internet - YOU NEED eSTREAM!
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Call Broadcast ectronics for more
information at 888.232.3268 or visit
www.audiovault.com to experience

on -air quality audio over the Internet NOW!

Visit www.audiovault.com NOW to
hear live streaming and on -demand
audio, read white papers, and get

FREE downloads!

*Okay we made up this number,
but you get the idea!

Visit us at NAB - Booths R3682 & 16123

online at www.beradio.co-n
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trademark and the eSTREAM logo is a trademark of Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
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Engineering

Lightning protection
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

Lightning protection continues to be a year-round
challenge for broadcast engineers. RF engineers are
concerned about the effect of heavy discharges in

the area of their transmitting equipment as well as the
associated audio equipment that is part of the overall
transmitter installation.

The audio engineer's concerns involve the studio
equipment, and its associated lines to the transmitter, as
well as its effects on telephone installations. For the audio
engineer, lightning problems probably stem from spikes,
surges and pulses carried into the studio by power and
telephone lines, rather than from direct lightning hits.

The damage caused by lightning strikes is unpredictable.

Grounding the FM site
I lie I 1 transmitter engineer views lightning differently

from his AM counterpart. He may have fewer towers to
worry about and perhaps fewer instruments to protect,
but his "lightning rod" (and protection) is often more
poorly grounded than his AM colleague's site.
At the typical FM site, there is a tower with a side -

mounted FM antenna near the top. At the base of this
lightning conductor is a concrete block buried in the
earth to support the tower. Often, there is a piece of *4
gauge wire connecting the tower to a ground. Sometimes,
the connection is to only one tower leg. The thin wire and
the grounding rod are supposed to conduct kilovolts to
ground when lightning strikes.

When a strike occurs, the wire is often vaporized. If it
does remain intact, its relatively high impedance pro-
duced by the very short rise time of the lightning strike
diverts the energy to other paths (e.g., coaxial cables and
power lines on the tower). These undesired paths lead to
transmitters and other associated equipment. Once in the
equipment, lightning runs wild, burning and melting
everything between it and ground.

I advocate at least one ground rod per tower leg and a
miniature, AM -like ground system around the tower base
for FM or TV transmitter installations. Anything that will
allow the hundreds of amps to get directly to ground will
reduce the risk of expensive equipment damage.

When a tower is struck, voltages are induced into
everything on and adjacent to the tower, resulting in
damage to items on the tower as well as in the transmitter
building. If these devices are not efficiently grounded to
the tower, a difference in voltage potential between the
device and the tower will exist. Once inside a transmitter,
lightning will take any convenient path to ground.

Don't get struck
We cannot do much to prevent lightning strikes. How-

ever, we can reduce the likelihood of being struck. For
years, aircraft have used static wicks. We have all seen the
short wires protruding from the rear of aircraft wing
surfaces. Their purpose is to drain away the charges
accumulated on the aircraft's body as it passes through
the air. Because these wires are much smaller than the
aircraft, the potential gradient causes the voltage to be
higher on them. Basically, they stream away the accumu-
lated charges. A similar system has been developed by
several manufacturers for radio -tower use.

Each system is slightly different, but all work on the
principle of dissipating the charges induced in a tower by
lightning clouds in the vicinity. A lightning strike is

produced when the voltage between a grounded tower
and a charged cloud exceeds the breakdown voltage of
the dielectric between them. Providing many points at
the top of a tower has several effects: The induced ground
voltage is continuously dissipated or streamed away, the
potential difference between cloud and tower is reduced,
and there is no dielectric breakdown, or lightning strike.

One type of system resembles barbed wire, with many
spikes pointing upward. Another consists of individual,
sharp rods attached to the topmost parts of the tower. All
the systems work on more or less the same principle and,
in general, they all work well. These systems are partic-
ularly effective in areas with blowing sand or dust that can
charge an insulated tower. The lightning rods often seen
on top of many towers serve the same purpose and help
protect the beacons, which are natural lightning targets.

One problem can occur on the ground near a lightning
strike that goes directly to ground. As the current passes
through the ground material away from the strike point,
a voltage gradient develops (see Figure 1).

1 6 BE Radio March 2000 www.beradio.com



256 X 256 LARGE  MONO/STEREO  WIDE VARIETY OF CONTROL PANELS  118dB ANALOG INNAMIC RANGE  DIS-RIBU-ED MULTI -PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

See us at NAB Booth #R2380
4

If the migration to digital is in your '..iture,

then this is the route to take. Introcuc ng the

large size, bic performarce analog route- that

also speaks fli.ent digital. A true hybrid that

allows you to scale the nurber of analog and

digital perts as needed, now and in the future.

And even be:ter. the SAS6400) creates a forward

path to AESJEBU digital audio without creating

analog obsolescence.

This means you can mix your analog and digital I/O in

the sane router frame. Go direct analog to analog, or

digital to digital. Or mix it up tit 24 bit conversion

anabg to digital and vice versa. Either way, this

uniq,e architecture sperts flawless signal int?grity

and -or-blocking flexibility.

And t's wonderfully simple. just p-ug in our new digital

port e.pander and that's it. Welcome to digital!

-co-existing richly witr analog it the same framework.

There's lots more to tell. Call us: 818 840 6749. Fax us:

818 F40 6751. E-mail us: sales@sasaudio.com Check the

Web site: sasaudio.cpm And of course, snail mail: 2112

Nortr G!enoaks Blvd. Burbank. Callfo-nia 91504 U3A

Circle (114) on Free Info Card or online at vrww.beradlo.com
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RF Engineering
The ground is shown as a resistance

commencing at the strike point and
superimposed on the ground sur-
face. A voltage V will develop be-
tween any two points on the ground
near the strike. Its strength will de-
pend on the resistance of the soil, the
distance between the points, the re-
sistance's rate of change per foot and
the current running through it.

An object of any appreciable size
close to the tower base will develop a
voltage across it that will depend on
the spacing between its edges. For
instance, a small building with sepa-
rate ground connections at each side
could conceivably have a potential
difference develop across its base. If
different grounding points were used
for the equipment inside, damaging
voltages could occur on this equip-
ment, despite being grounded. This
effect may explain why apparently
disassociated equipment in a building
at the base of a tower is sometimes
damaged, although it is grounded.

Precautions for AM sites
The AM transmitter site is already

well -protected by the excellent ground
system that the FCC requires. In gen-
eral, the area around a tall tower is
protected to a distance that is about
the same as the tower height. There-
fore, buildings shorter than the tower
are protected from strikes. However, a
hit on the tower can still affect the
equipment inside these buildings.

Hits on a series -fed tower can be
more damaging than on a shunt -fed
tower (i.e., folded dipole) if adequate
precautions have not been taken. The
most ignored safety device is probably
the ball gap at the base of the tower.
Often over the years, various "engi-

neers" have adjusted the ball gap
position so that it no longer offers
any protection. The intent of the gap
is that, if a strike causes a flashover
between the balls, a "Jacob's Ladder"
arc will occur, which then moves up
the increasing distance between the
balls until the RF arc is extinguished.

Quite obviously, balls mounted one
above the other, as I have often found
them, will not work properly. Spacing
should be set so that, with correct
modulation, they do not arc and then

set so that they trip at just over 150 -
percent modulation. This value often
depends on individual preference.
Some transmitters have a sensing cir-
cuit to extinguish sustained RF arcs.

The standard static -drain RF choke
can be replaced by a resistor of
comparable reactance in ohms should
the RF choke fail. In general, the low
DC resistance RF choke is preferable
to a straight resistor.

Equipment ).sith
separate grounds

Different ground points can result in a

voltage differential between devices. The
differential will cause equipment damage.

In dry, windy areas that are dusty or
sandy, guy -wire sections and towers
can acquire static charges. These charg-
es can jump the inline guy insulators,
producing a loud discharge that can
be heard on the ground as well as in
the air signal. Sometimes, high -value
resistors are placed across the higher
insulators to discharge the guys. Be
aware that this tactic could change the
antenna resistance slightly.

The extensive use of 4 -inch cop-
per strap for all ground connections
is usually effective in maintaining
constant ground potentials among
equipment. All equipment should be
grounded to the common transmit-
ter/antenna ground.

E-mail John at: batcom (5) brightnet.

For more information
circle (202) on Free Info Card

Circle (115) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com
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The number one name in remote site control just

got better. Introducing the highly -innovative,

flexible, and user-friendly Lynx software for

the GSC3000.

How did we improve the already great

GSC3000? We began by designing a Wiidows -

based software program from the ground up to

enhance communications, functionality, and

flexibility over the original GSC3000 interface.

The result? A more robust, customizable software

that increases the GSC3000's operation speed

and functionality.

Debuting Early Spring 2000

Gentner
Visit Our Booth #R1581 Th,

`1:1,1epr.: est

Advancing

Remote

Site Control

O Full -Featured Database: Microsoft Access®
compatible to ge lerate customized or default reports to
provice the data you want. Allows analysis of historical data
for improved logging trends and diagnostics.

0 Enhanced Graphical User Interface: Customize the
visual layout for status, command, and metering. Or, simply
use the outstanding default graphics.

0 Scheduled Applications: Start automated processes
such as data collection or report generation anytime.
Create one-time jobs Dr recurring tasks to be executed
daily, weekly, monthly, o- yearly.

0 Enhanced Macro Language: Run complex
mathematical expressions for more sophisticated alarm
monitoring. to determine the condition of Mute and
Command outputs, and to view date and time.

0 Start Menu Enabled: All segments of Lynx can be
selected to start whenever your PC is booted. The
default or custom views are automatically displayed.

For more information or Lynx software, please call
us at 800.723.7378 - 801.975.7200
Or visit us on the Web at www.gentner.com.

Circle (116) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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Computertune-up
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Spring is almost upon us. This is a good time to
focus on general preventive maintenance on the
PCs in your facility as well as establishing and

verifying your maintenance documentation procedures.
In general, I view the maintenance of PC equipment,
including network servers, in four categories: physical,
disk drive, network and software.

Hard drives require little physical maintenance.

Maintenance log
If you have not started a maintenance log, you should.

A good maintenance log includes, at a minimum, the
following information:

 Date the system was put into service, purchase
location, purchase price and warranty information

 Make, model and size (if applicable) of installed
components (i.e., CPU, RAM, modem, network interface
card, drives and video card)

 Specific component information, such as drive size,
card settings and installed location

 Installed software, including software license numbers.
You should also maintain a file containing the original

manuals and driver disks for each machine in current
service as well as any software licenses. If you are
operating software under a bulk license agreement, a
separate folder should be created that includes ththe
license agreements as well as a current listing of comput-
ers operating the software.

I have seen several methods for keeping maintenance
information on PCs and PC networks, ranging from notes
written in a book to information entered into a sophisti-
cated database. Make sure the necessary information is
easy to fmd, regardless of the method chosen.

Physical maintenance
Physical location will dictate the amount of physical

maintenance needed for your PCs and your network
equipment. Generally speaking, any PCs located in less
than desirable locations should be unplugged, taken out
of service and cleaned thoroughly using compressed, dry
air. Pay particular attention to the cooling fins on the CPU
and the power supply. Also, make sure all of the fans are
operating and cabinet vents are clear of debris. Open the
monitor (after you unplug it) and clean the inside of it
with the dry air, since monitors attract a lot of dust. Dust
buildup will shorten the life of any PC and may pose a
significant fire hazard.

Before you put the cabinet cover back on, remove each
plug-in card and reinsert it. Do the same for the connectors
on each end of the ribbon cables connecting the drives.
This also is a good time to get model information from the
various components that can be entered into your main-
tenance records. Finally, make sure the connectors attach-
ing the monitors, printers and other devices are securely
attached using the thumbscrews.

Disk drives
Although they are sealed units, hard -disk drives can be

damaged over time from the physical contact of the
magnetic pickup touching the disk media. In a perfect
world, the disk drive tends to write sequentially as data
is written and erased on that disk. However, contiguous
space to write new files becomes unavailable and the
disk writes the data files in nonsequential locations. This
is called fragmentation and, if allowed to become
excessive, it will reduce the performance of the comput-
er - or worse, lose portions of a file that may render your
program or data unusable.

Back up data files daily on each server and move the
backup media to an off -premise site. If you use a Tl link to
your transmitter or other studio location, consider splitting
the excess capacity to back up data to an off -site computer.

The LAN/WAN/WEB Newsr System
Now Connecting Clear Channel oast to Coast

Circle (110) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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WARD -BECK PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

STANDS ALONE
legencary desigi

bgendary quality

Legendary construction

WARD -BECK SYSTEMS LTD.
1-800-771-2556 wwvi. Atsltd .com

Next Wave
Network

Once configured properly, most network problems are
related to faulty cabling or a faulty network interface card.
Cable installation contractors can provide data sweeps of e
ach cable run. If you don't have this information, it is worth
obtaining a cable sweeper to get it. This information Will be
valuable in repairing cable -related network problems. Re-
check cable s -weeps, y_zainst the originals.

kV&
.MEL

15.

Common ca )le -related network problems are due to physical wear
on cables and connectors.

Look at each of the network cables connected to the
wall jack or hub. These exposed cables are subject to
marring and kinking, which will affect network perfor-
mance. A common network cabling problem arises when
additional cabling is installed to accommodate new
demands. The original cable may not be rated to support
the higher performance requirements and thus may
cause a general reduction in overall system performance.

Check patch panel cords for wear and kinks and unplug
and replug each point, especially those that don't get
used often. Check the tension of tie wraps used to bundle
twisted -pair cabling; too much tension can kink the cable
and cause problems.

Software
Software piracy can be costly and cause a career -

altering event in the life of those found guilty of it.
Maintaining a proper inventory of all software should be
a priority. Unlicensed software should be removed and
reported in writing to the appropriate manager. Be
especially careful that licenses cover any software up-
grades that have been made.

In my opinion, all software should reside exclusively on
the network server. This makes the upgrade and licens-
ing procedures easier on the network administrator.
Make sure your company has a written policy in place to
address software brought from employees' homes and
downloaded files from the Internet.

A virus -scanning program should be added to every PC
and network server in your facility, particularly if you
have any external connections to the Internet. Antivirus
programs should be updated every two to three days.

Even if your computer equipment is under a mainte-
nance agreement, taking these simple steps will save
you a great deal of aggravation down the road. I
Kevin McNamara, BE Radio's consultant on computer technol-
ogy, is president of Applied Wireless, New Market, MD.

Circle (118) on Free Info Card or go to rww.betadio.com
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1.
Demand

UNCOMPRESSED

16 -bit linear
audio in your all -
digital air chain.

Compression

means compro-
mise and we just
won't hear of it.

Sound Advice.
2 3 4

Select a digital
STL that can be

configured with
UP TO TWO PAIRS

of linear stereo
audio. It's like
getting two

radios for the
price of one.

Exercise your
FREEDOM OF

CHOICE. Choose

32, 44.1 or 48kHz
audio sampling.
It's your broad-
cast-select the
rate that works

best for you.

Choose a digital
STL that CAN

ADAPT TO ANY RF

ENVIRONMENT

with user -defined
16, 32 or 64 QAM
rates. (Flexkility
is always a good

thing.)

5
Purchase a

95o MHz RF STL.

The channel
a' location is free,

and the money
'/ou save over a

Ti STL goes

straight to your
bottom line.

Moseley's Starlink SL9oo3Q is the only 4 -charnel digital studio transmitter link
on the market with all these features. Not just an STL, a sound investment.

in Castilian Drive  Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093
Circle (119) on Free Info Card or online at www beradio com



Marl Update
New EEO rules adopted
By Harry Martin

In April, the following new EEO recruitment and
record -keeping requirements will become law. The
new rules provide broadcasters with two options, A

and B, to meet their basic recruitment obligations. On or
about June 1 an election between these two options
must he made and reported to the FCC.

Recruitment Option A
option A stipulates that employers must send notices

of full-time openings to qualifying organizations that
request such notices; and also undertake two (for em-
ployment units with five to 10 full-time employees) or
four (for larger employment units) longer -term recruit-
ment initiatives within a two-year period.

Specific examples of these initiatives include: participa-
tion in at least four job fairs by station personnel who have
substantial responsibility in hiring decisions, hosting a job
fair, co -sponsoring job fairs with women's and minority
groups in the business and professional community, partic-
ipation in scholarship programs directed to students pursu-
ing a career in broadcasting, or sponsorship of at least two
community events designed to inform the public of broad-
cast employment opportunities.

Records of the employer's efforts must also be kept by
collecting, but not routinely submitting to the Commission,
listings of all full-time jobs filled, identified by job title; a list
of the recruitment sources (including the address, contact
person and telephone number) used to fill each vacancy
(including any organizations which requested notification);
dated copies of all advertisements, letters, e -mails, faxes,
etc. used to fill each vacancy; the documentation necessary
to demonstrate performance of supplemental outreach
initiatives, e.g., job fairs, mentoring programs; records
indicating the total number of interviewers for each vacancy
and the referral source for each interviewee; and the date
each job was filled and the source that referred the hiree.
Annually, a report that includes the following informa-

tion must be placed in the station public file: all full-time
jobs filled during the previous year; recruitment sources
used to fill those vacancies; the address, contact person
and telephone number of each recruitment source; the
recruitment source for each hiree; the recruitment source
for each interviewee; and a description of any supple-
mental initiatives implemented during the previous year.

Recruitment Option B
Employers may design their own broad and inclusive

outreach program and demonstrate that the station is

widely disseminating information concerning job vacancies

by analyzing the recruitment sources, race, ethnicity and
gender of the applicants attracted by its recruitment efforts.

The employers' recordkeeping responsibilities are similar
to Option A. The employer must collect, but not routinely
submit to the Commission, listings of all full-time jobs filed,
identified by job title; identify the recruitment sources used
to fill each vacancy; obtain the address, contact person and
telephone number of each recruitment source used to fill
each position; retain dated copies of all advertisements,
letters, e -mails, faxes, etc. used to fill each vacancy; and
retain data reflecting the recruitment source, gender, and
raciaVethnic origins of applicants for each full-time job filled.

The public file requirement also is similar to Option A
in that an employer must annually place a report
containing all a list of all full-time jobs filled during the
previous year, a list of the recruitment sources used to fill
those vacancies, including the address, contact person
and telephone number of each recruitment source; and
the race, gender and national original for each applicant.

Reporting requirements
In addition to the new public file requirements stated for

Option A and Option B above, broadcasters must file a
Statement of Compliance (Form 397) every second, fourth
and sixth year of the license term, on the anniversary of the
date the station is due to file its renewal, stating whether the
station has complied with the EEO Rule. A copy of their
latest Form 397 must be kept in the public inspection file.

By September 30 of each year, broadcasters also will be
required to file and place in their public files, a Form 395-
B ("Broadcast Station Annual Employment Report").
These reports will not be used in evaluating EEO
performance; rather, the FCC plans to use them to track
overall industry performance under the new EEO Rule.

At renewal time, stations must file a modified Form 396
("Broadcast Equal Employment Opportunity Program")
and submit their station's EEO public inspection file for the
year prior to filing the renewal. Such public file materials
also must be submitted midway through the license term
by stations with 10 or more full-time employees.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher. Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin @ fhh-telcomlaw.com.

Dateline
The next deadline for the filing of biennial ownership

reports will be February 1, 2001. The first annual own-
ership report will be due September 30, and annual
regulatory fees will again be due in mid -September.
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Instant Replay' 2.0
Hard Disk Audio Recorder

TCR 4TM and TCR
Professional Production Recorders

You can count on our reliable, cost-effective
hard disk recorders, editors and players to provide
quality audio production and playback for your
venues, events and presentations.

You'll get fast, random access to audio for live
broadcast, and automated playlisting for
announcements and promotions.

Short/Cur '99
Broadcast Audio Editor
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DigiCare/II Plus
Hard Disk Digital Audio Recorder

And our brand new 24 bit hard disk multitrack
recorders set new standards for technical excellence.

Discover for yourself why 360 Systems products
remain the #1 choice in digital audio solutions
worldwide.

Visit our website at www.360systems.com for
all the details.

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

VISIT US AT NAB BOOTH #R3163

5321 Sterling Center Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91361 / (818) 991-0360 / Fax (818) 991-1360 / e-mail: info@360systems.com
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three tools in order to get the most out of the show: NAB Extra, BE Radio's exclusive preshow
coverage of the products you wil; find on the show floor; our show -floor map, which will help
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This year's show promises to
be one of the most exciting
yet for radio. S-DARS and
IBOC are taking some prom-
ising steps forward. With de-
velopments of th:s scope, you
don't want to get lost in the

crowd. Optimize your time
by study.'ng up before you

step onto the show floor.

POTS/ISDN/PCS Codec
Comrcx

Booth R 3175
OP. Matrix: Able to interface to
POTS, ISDN or PCS services
POTS connections are capa-
ble of up to 15kHz full

duplex communications.
Fully compatible with

Vector and Hotline
coded. Different

options allow
for ISDN connet
tion or cell phonc
PCMCIA modern

800-237-1776: fax 978-635-0401: www.comrex.con:.nfo@comrex.com
Circ e (250) on Free Info Carc
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Digital on -air console
Arralcis
Booth RI 574
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A Colorado Digital Revolution
Series: Rackmounted, digital broad-
cast console with both digital and
analog inputs. Occupying 3RU, the
console is controlled by an external
PC running the Cool -Mix software or
from a slide -fader control surface.
Available with 12 or 18 channels
with two inputs per channel, three
PGM buses, two mix -minus buses,
stereo monitor, headphone output,
cue bus output. Mcludes machine
control logic, remote channel on/
off, five onboard mic pre -amps.
Twelve -channel version can be up-
graded to the 18 -channel version.

970 224-2248; fax 5 70-49; -1076
vnancarr lkie-f. ystam..c om

sales traralds-systen S.COM
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Large diaphragm omnidirectional microphone
DPA Microphones

Booth R683
Microphone Kit Type

3541: Designed for everyday
use in studios where transpar-
ency, air and brightness are
paramount. Based on the same
large -diaphragm capsule tech-
nology as the Type 4040
Hybrid Microphone. Com-
plete with suspension mount,
windscreen and pop -filter as
well as the state-of-the-art Mi-
crophone Amplifier Type HMA4000 and a special microphone cable. Also
features a new, versatile modular capsule and preamplifier system.

519-745-1158; fax 519-745-2384; www.dpamIcrophcnes.corn;mbertrandetgina.com
Circle (279) on Free Infc Card

Digital signal converter
ATI

Bcoth 2111

4DM100: A digital format
converter that accepts an
AES3 WOOL AES3-ID
(75,Q); SiPDIF or TOSLINK
input and distributes it to

all four outputs. The output
complement is the same as the
input section. All connections are
transformer coupled and floating
fcx maximum isolation and ground
loop elimination. All outputs are

digitally reshaped. The font panel has a power switch, power indicator and
signal -presence indicator. As part of the Nanoamp series, the unit can be
rackmounted with other units or used as a stand-alone. The DN1M100-BAT
offers the same features but can be powered by four AA batteries.

800-959-0307; fax 215-443-0394; www.atIguys.com; gam OatIguys.com
Circle (258) on Free Irfo Card

Multistation automation
RCS
Booths R3.1i7, L3627
Multi -Player: Organizes and plays
up to four simultaneous stereo chan-
nels so you can play four radio
stations from a single computer.
Includes hot keys for instant play-
ing of non -log elements, such as
beds and sound effects. Any station
can be accessed to make last-minute
adjustments, deletions or insertions.
Changes take effect instantly.
Designed for traditional radio sta-
tions and Internet broadcasters.

914-723-8567; fax 914-723-2258
wwwicsworks.com; info@resworks.com

Circle (278) on Free Info Card

Field mixer/phone interface
JK Audio

3ooth 83659
"itemoteMix Sport: Built

around the popular Remote -
Mix 3, with features added
specifically for the needs of
sport broadcasts. The three -
input mixer ifor play-by-play,
commentary and crowd) also sup-
plies three separate headphone out-
puts. Other features include a head-
phone cue input, an XLR output selectable
between local mic mix or local plus hackhaul
mix, DTMF keypad, and universal handset interface.
Ideal for use with POTS or ISDN codecs.

80C-552-8346; fax 815-786-8502; www.jkaud o.com: i ifo@j(audio corn
Circle (266) on Free into Card

Digital test set
Prism Media Products
V dScope Series M: Fea-
tures high -precision mea-
surement and signal -gener-
ation for both analog and
digital signals. Can also pro-
vide carrier measurements,
including jitter and display
eye -patterns. Runs under
Windows NT or 9x. System
electronics are housed in an

external unit that has a foxprint about
the size of a notebook PC. A flight
case stores the unit and its accesso-
ries. Capabilities include F171' spectral
measurement at 256k point resolu-
tion. Acquired data can be shared with
other Windom. s applications.

973-983-9677: fax 973-983-9588
wwwprisrnsound.zom

sales@prisnsounc.com
Circle (262) on Free Info Card
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Prewiring services
Broadcast Richmond
Booth R1394

A Prewired console harnesses
and program racks: Part of the
company's turnkey audio and RF
services, the prewired console har-
nesses and
signed as a more efficient way to
build or upgrade radio facilities.
Console harnesses are built with
the specified connectors and then
tested for performance. The pro-
gram racks (pictured) are com-
pletely assembled and wired in

the Indiana facility before being
ipped to the customer's facility.

765-966-6468; "ax 765-966-5505
www.broadcast-rich-r ond corn

broadcast@Infocon.com
Circle (270) or Free I -Ito Card

CD ripping software
Prophet S7stems

Booth 83189
CD/Extractor Family:

The CD/Extractor software
has been expanded to three
versions: NGD, CFS and Pro.
CD/Extractor NGD is for use
with the NexGen systems,
CD/Extractor CFS is for Au-

dioWizard system users,
and CD/Extractor Pro is a stand-alone version. All three CD/Extractor

versions am automatically gather Internet information on the
album or song. All three are certified by CDDB. the online audio
CD information database

800-658-4403; tax 308-284-4181; WWW prophetsys.con wiles@ orophetsys.com
Circle (277) on Free Info Card

Mic pre -amp, miizer and
Crane Song

Or. Spider: A high -
quality, eight -channel
mic preamplifier mix-
er with two types of
digital outputs: stereo
and eight channel. The
stereo output is for re-
cording engineers
who do live stereo or
multichannel recording

comertur

and want a flexible audio path. The eight -channel
output allows the system to function as an analog front-end for DAWs, digital
mixers and modular recorders.

715.368-3627;fax 715-398-3279; WWW.0 ranescnc.com; staff Ocranesong.com
Circle (253) on F-ee Irfo Card

Digital audio card
Antex Electroacs
Booth 8687
BX-12e: Able to play back MPEG
files with up to four independent and
fully adjustable sample rates. By ad-
justing each sample rate in incre-
ments of 50Hz over the entire 50Hz
range, the user can achieve dynamic
time -scale modification under soft-
ware control. An audio track can be
fine-tuned for replay under a prepro-
grammed time frame with virtually
no degradation in audio quality. DSP
software -based sample rate conver-
sion allows any file to be converted
to a common AES word clock for
interface to digital consoles. Has
20 -bit A/D and D/A converters, four
stereo analog channels for playback
and ?OPEC, Iliyer compression.

800-338-4231:lax 310-532-8509
www.anter.:orrx sales@antex.con

Circle (:E.7) al Free Info Card

March 2000

Powered monitor
TGI North Ame:icafTannoy
3oo:h R683

A Reveal Active: Reveal Active is a
chstirvtive playback monitor that pro-
vides sonic excellence. A 1 -inch soft -
dome tweeter is matched with a 6 -
inch long -throw bass unit, two 50W
amplifiers and electronic crossover.
Designed for budget -conscious
project studios and as a playback
monitor for larger rooms.

519-745-1158; fa]. 519-745-2364
www tarmoy.com; mbertrand@tgina.com

Ci-cle (281) on Free Info Card

Digital audio recorder
Henry Engineering
Bc-oth R3389
DigiStor 11: Solid-state device stores
up to 16min of 6.5kHz audio. Sup-
ports multiple play modes and fea-
tures full remote -control capability,
an EOM tally output and an automat-
ic phone coupler.

626-355-3656: fax 626-355-0077
www.her ryeng.com: into@ henryeng.com

Circle (275) on Frae Info Card
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If time is money, what

could you get for an extra
IMP radio commercial every

ten minutes?

If you're in the radio business to
make money (and who isn't)

you need

"Cash"
Through an exclusive tirie-

shifting process, Cash creates
additional broadcast time to

sell. It does it in eal time, right
on the air. It does it w thout

reducing program content. It
does it without affecting p tch

or creating a "chpmunk effect,"
It does it in stereo or mono. It

does it in variable amounts,
adding from zero to five

minutes, within two minutes to
two hcurs.

Cash, from Prime Image - you
don't need one unless you want

to make some.

See us at NAB Booth #L 10186

662 Giguere Court #C, San Jose. CA 9S133  TF.1(408)867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294 Sery ce (4080926-5177
PrimeimageinUearthlink_net  www.pr meimageinc.com

Girdle :121) cn Free Infp Card or online at www.beradio.com
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eio.  Mix -minus generator

Sonifex Ltd
Booth R2296

RB-MM1: Ideal for
consoles that do not provide a mix -minus output. Has inputs for a main stereo
program feed from the console and a mono output back to the mixer, with
mono XLR connections to and from the telephone hybrid. The level for all
of the XLR inputs and outputs can be adjusted.

207-T73-2424; fax 207-773-2422; VAV W sonifex.co.uk; sales @ sonifex.co.uk
Circle (280) on Free Info Card

Audio card accessories
Ward -Beck

Booth R3763
pt. 8200 Series
Additions: Has
four new additions
to the card frame platform. All four new cards operate from 22kHz to 96kHz
sampling rates and offer 20- or 24 -bit resolution. The D8205 (shown above)
is an adjustable -gain distribution amplifier with built-in sample rate converter.
The D8206 is a digital audio reference signal generator able to produce
continuously variable signals from 20Hz to 20kHz from digital silence to OdBfs.
A sample rate converter, the D8207 can convert a maximum ratio of 1:3 or 3:1.
The D8208 is a dual -channel audio -processing amplifier for level matching of
two AES audio signals. The two channels can also be mixed.

800-771-2556; fax 416-335-5202; www.wbaltd.com; wbaltdelstar.ca
Circle (265) on Free Info Card

FM antenna
Propagation Systems
Booths L9086, 81495
V FHR Series: Employs a rototill-
er design. Intended for high -pow-

er FM applications, it features a
series -fed design with an internal
feed point. Accepts power levels
up to 60kW and can he used for
multistation applications. Can be
ordered with pattern optimization
or directionalization.

814-472-5540; fax 814-472-5676
www.angelfire.corn/bizipsinc

psiba 4 surfshop.net
Circle (269) on Free Info Card

877/774-1010
wyw.prophetsys.cors

Digital Management
for the New Millennium.
What does this mean to you? Broadcast
knowledge combined with sophisticated
database and programming management.
A comprehensive set of cutting -edge tools
to manage content and data storage.
Manageable integration to other systems
and software. Improving your on -air product
at the local level, while keeping costs low.
Utilizing your best air talent to drive ratings,
which in turn drives revenue. A giant
company -wide network, a nationwide studio.
Maybe it's time to rethink what your digital
automation system can do for you.

NexGen
Broadcast

WANcastingt" -
Wide Area Network linking
VoiceTRACT" recording concurrent with
programming
Combine compressed and
uncompressed audio
High speed digital audio extraction
Scalability

See us at NAB2000 booth R3189
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ALK WilditITAL T
The advantages of ISDN are clear: Faster set-up,
intelligent ca I handling and the supericr performance of
digital audio. And now Telos Systems brings the benefits
of ISDN to the talk show environment.

The TWOx12 digital talk show
system plugs right into ISDN BRI
phone lines. Your callers sound
loader and cleaner with the isola-
tion performance that only a true
four -wire system can deliver. And
if you don't have ISDN in your
studio yet, the TWOx12 lets you
start with PDTS and upgrade to
ISDN whenever you're ready.

Call management is so fast
and easy with our new Desktop Director, a fully integrated
telephone and switch console. Intuitive operation is
enhanced by the exclusive Status Symbo s,"' graphical
icons that convey line anc caller status at a glance.

Finally, a breakthrough in telephone technology. Up to
12 callers can be routed to the two all -digital hybrids. Self-
contained, easy -to -install and maintain, The new TWOx12
simplifies even the most complex talk shows.

Ready to talk digital? For more ilformation or to get
in touch with your Telos Systems dealer, contact us or visit
our web site.

TELOS SYSTEMS 2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE CLEVELAND. OH 44114 USA
TEL: +1 (216) 241-7225 FAX: +1 (216) 241-4103

E-MAIL: mfo49telos-sy3tems.com www.telos-systems.com

TELOS SYSTEMS EUROPE
JOHANNISSTRAI3E 6 D-85354 FREISING GERMANY

TEL: +49 81 61 42 467 FAX: +49 81 61 42 402
E-MAIL: europe@telos-systems.com www.telos-systems.com

Telos Systems, the Telos logo. TWOx12 and Status Symbols are trademarks of TLS Corp.

C ircle (123) on Free Info Card or
online at www.beradio.com
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CAT -5 network ac-:essory
G :fen
Booth L7038
Extendit CAT 5-200e extender:
Extends any keyboard, video and
mouse combination up to 300 feet
using standard CAT -5 cables, to pro-
vide a quiet and clutter -free environ-
ment. Can be used to extend com-
puters with noisy components. The
units extend USB, VGA, ADB and
PS,2 connections.

800-545-6900; fax 18-884-3108
www.gefen.com; gsirf @ get en.com

Circe :254) on Free I rfo Card

Eigi-t-channel mic pre-amp/mixer
Audio Toys
Bcoth R3496
8110:2: Combines eight microphone
preamplifiers into a 1RU mixer pack-
age. Up to six units can be linked
together for multiple unit connec-
tion of the cue and mix buses. In-
cludes a buil-in limiter -

800 -642-3063; fax 413-331-E 025
warr.audiotoys.com; sales ca audintoys.com

Circle (271) on Fre-2 Info Card

ISDN codec/POTS extender
AEQ

Booth R4066
TLE-02D: Offers

three units in one audio
codec, with terminal

LI
051110

=MIMI if
 IIUUM

A

IP EP

LP if

1,

IP LP 000
adapter, to establish high -quality connections on ISDN lines with low
delay codings. A digital hybrid, with echo suppression and frequency
extender, for use on analog telephone lines; and a portable mixer with
returns, heaphone amplifiers and four -wire (I/O) connection to use on
dedicated circuits and radiolinks. Includes double system power supply
through standard dry cells or external transformer. Two microphone Inputs
and one mic/line, with level controls. Two headphones outputs. with
independent level control and monitor signal selector.

+34 91 686 13000; fax +34 91 686 44 92; www.aeq.es; aeqsalesaaeq.;:s
Circle (256) on Free Info Card

411emerimmor

Power pentode
Svetlana Electron Devices
Booth R2854

40{20,000C: A high-performance ceramic/
metal power tetrode designed for audio and
radio frequency applications. Particularly well -

suited for use in VHF FM broadcast transmitters in the
Band II 88MHz to 108N111, frequency range.

800-578-3852; fax 650-233-0439
www.svetlana.com; sales@ svetlana.cors

Circle (284) on Free Into Card

T1'1" ;TT cptIrld FrIrrlitur{

For over 20 yews Eroadcaf-t-F.- nat cniricb have come to Mager Systems for our excl &key
cies cred studio frriture. Oir irtiq.r3 mrstruction. along with solid wood and quality natcriA.
mean., your fu-ntere is built -o ast. n ad. we've made the design and constriction of stuzio
furrittre as mud 31". art formai it business. Every installation is backed by a 10 ..)ear
waranty. Our qualiv is affoica3le and :an
acconnrnodate ?WV budget Iron ecylo-ri.
tc showplace. Cal today and cimovei
vriy Mager Sylers is Ale trpr_3t

Sound Furniture.
We're prcud to say

we ve won the
RCCic- World

Cool Stuff
.Award at

NAB

WILSONART
INTERS A 0 N A I

1V-_-ger Systems is proud to offer 4.4sonart
Gitirattar solid surface. Gibraltar 'so 2or porous
stone -like, solid surface material. This priemiun

ma criai has beauty, strength and drraoility Out I;
easy I-) care for. Gibrartar is auailalYe in '32 rich colors,

plus, it s hatted by a full 10 year instaler. irrrited xcr-ant.,

Delivered and lostaPed
521,:;,4:;1_,,

14))141,.:e.titral Ave., Suite 1

LARtio0ix; Arizona 85021
7,..,1311E,L1 602-780-0045

FAX: 602-780-9860

Circle (124) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Caller...
are you there?

Are you there caller...?

"...Let's try line 2". On -air hosts don't want to hear
themselves saying those words. And, with the help of
the PROtalk4, they won't.

quick
time,

The PROtalk4 is

designed around
the features
busy talent
depend on to
keep calls

flowing smoothly.
Backlit, icon -based buttons make operation

and simple. Talk to all four callers at the same
with automatic level balancing for a consistent

on -air sound. Ir dependent digital hybrids provide
exceptional audio quality in the studio and between
callers.

Plus, the PROtalk4 stands up to your most demanding
work environment, with a robust but elegant housing,
compact footprint, and straightforward rackmount con-
nections.

Before call management problems leave your on -air
talent all strung out, take a closer look at the easy -to -
use PROtalk4.

Call or visit us online today for more information.

PROtalk4
We hear you

CDBroadcast Telephone Systems  www.broadcast-telephones.corn  1-888-890-7424
Circle (125) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.co'n



ratibttrall
Solid-state AM transmitter
Broadcast Electronics
Booth R3682
AM -5E: This 5kW AM transmitter has high -efficiency PA modules for more
power with fewer components. Has redundant PA power supplies and built-
in AC line voltage protection. Also meets all CE requirements. The small
footprint is ideal for tight installations.

217-224-9600; fax 217-224-9807; www.bdcest.com; bcicaste bdcastoom
Circle (276) on Free IrOco Card

Portable mixing console
Calrec Audio
Booth R491

M3: Designed for por-
table recording. produc-
tion and live broadcast use,
the M3 is available in two
frame sizes. The 19 -inch
rackmount version is a

10 X 4 x 2 and the desk-
top version is a 20 X4 X 2.
Features include four aux-

iliary sends, choice of input module types and a mix -minus send on each
input. Has an internal power supply. The monitor section has multiple source
selection. control room, studio and headphone outputs. and LED hargraph
meters.

+44 1422 842 159; fax +44 1422 845 244: www.:a rec.com; claireh@calrec.com
Circle (282) on =me Info Card

Dry reed
switch

Vectronix
Booth

L12320
10,06series
switches:
Manufac-
tured with
the same
technolo-
gy as the
c o in p a -
ny's exist-
ing switch-
es with an her-
metically sealed
dry reed. Offers a smooth feel and
extended reliability. Mounted on
1/2 -inch centers, the switch can be
non -illuminated or LED illuminat-
ed. Keycaps are available in 0.485-

inch and 0.585 -inch versions with
the relegendable, concave -tyle in
various col(

800-445-0007; fax 308-324-4985
www.veetronix.com; sales@ yeetron x.com

Circle (274) on Free Info Card
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MediaTouchTM, America's Digital Automation Original since 1984, shatters the price barrier with QuicPix, the software that makes
digital audio and automation truly affordable.
The QuicPix Radio Studio software consists of:

* 5 Prograirs in I:
Audio Player, Cartwall, Audio Production, Voice Tracking, and CD Ripping utility software

* Live Assist On Screen Buttons that are mouse and/or touchscreen friendly
* 7 Deck Audio player that also provides a 27 button hot play cartwall
* Overlapped MPEG-2 broadcast quality stereo audio on any sound card
* Wave audio editor, file import and quick audition feature
* WindowsTM 95 / 98 using peer, NT' or NovellnI networking
* 24n support, training and upgrading included
* Fully upward -compatible to a MediaTouch OpLOG Enterprise System

Download Your Free

Fully -Functional Demo at

www.ouiculd.com

TOLL FREE 888 665 0501

www.omt.net
Wndows 95.98 and NT are trademarks of Microsoft. Novell is a trademark of Novell Corporation

Circle (126) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com
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VIENNESE TWINS

C3000B
STUDIO MIC

0

C3000B
STAGE MIC

ONE MICROPHONE  MULTIPLE PERSONALITIES

cr[te (-Alm 4111111111111*C3000B
FOR STUDIO OR STAGE

H Allarman Inionsbonal Corroonv

AKG Acoustics, U.S. 1449 Donelson Pike  Nashville, TN 37217  Phone: (615) 360-0499  Fox: (615) 360-0275  Web Site. h.tp://www.okg-ocoustics.com  E-maikokgusa@harman.com

Circle (127) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio corn



IKABEZtAlla
Rackmount UPS
North Star/Best Power
Booth L12852
Fortress Rackmount: Provides pure sine wave power to protect sensitive
equipment. Available in capacities of 750-, 1050-, 1425- and 2250 VA in 2,
3, or 4RU packages. All units have user -adjustable settings for sag-, surge- and
output -voltage settings. Batteries can be replaced while the unit is online.
Also has status LEDs, audible alarm, RS -232 port and six outlets (seven on
the 2250 model).

800-842-1671: fax 954-927-0501
www.nstpower.com: nstpower@ aol.com

Circle (268) on Free Info Card

Affordable
Digital Automatic)

6345 B61.
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, "It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On -screen Voice -Track editing, time -shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95, 98 or NT.

888-11SIUSA1 tualf
11999

www.bsiusa.com BSI

Studio condenser miciophone
Sennheiser Electror is
Booth L7530

A MKH800: The redesign of the
MtiH80, this mic has a frequency
response extending up to 50kHz
and a dynamic range of 126dB at a
self -noise of only 10dB (A). Sound -
field interference is minimized at
high frequencies by keeping the mic
dimensions small and by carefully
redesigning both the capsule and the
acoustically important parts of the
housing. The entire frequency range
from 30Hz to 50kHz is captured by
a single wideband transducer operat-
ing on the push-pull principle for
extremely low distortion.

860-434-9190; fax 860-434-4022
www.sennheiserusa.con
lit4sennheiserusacom

Circle (252) on Free Info Card

Outlet systems
Furman Sound
PlugLock PRO: Designed for fixed
and mobile rack installations, the sys-
tems feature Furman's award -winning
PlugLock brackets to securely lock
wall warts and plugs into place. The
PGP-60 is 60 inches tall and provides
&see 20A circuits and 24 Edison out-
lets. The PGP-20 is 30 inches tall and
provides 14 outlets distributed be-
tween two 20 -amp circuits. Connec-
tion is via 3/4 -inch conduit and a Fur-
man PGP-S 60 Amp Remote Power
Switcher or any user supplied junction
box. Twelve PlugLock brackets (eight
with the PGP-20) are supplied with
the unit. Additional sets of six brackets
are available.

707-763-1010; fax 707-763-1310
www.furmansound.com
info@furmansound.com

Circle (285) on Free Info Card
Circle (128) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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The ultimate remo  odc
machine for PO '111 to Old
Telephone Servi e.

Nexus ISM Codec
ISDN doesn t need to be difficat
to sound great' The Nexus is an
inexpensive ISDN solution which
delivers low -delay. 15 kHz audro.

See us at NAB Boots #R3178

Hotline POTS Co

The broadcast indirsTry standard
for plain telephone line remotes

Broadcaster's General Store
2480 S E. 52nd Street,
Ocala, FL 34480-7500
(352) 622-7700 Fax: 352-629-7000
Email: bgsbuck@alantic.net
Circle (129) on Free Info Card of

online at www beradio c om



N:\EIEvirral
Internet audio processing
Circuit Research Labs
Booth R679
Millennium.com: Based on the original Millennium with 32 -hit float-
ing-point processing array, analog and digital interface, two RS232 serial
ports for complete PC and modem connectivity. This version is de-
signed for webcasting and includes an internal codec, flexible internal
ethernet, and assignable IP addresses and 32 -hit floating point dynamic
audio processing.

8100-535-7648; fax 602-438-8227 ovww.crsys7ems.com
crl@crlsystems.com

Circle (255) on Free Info Card

Radio Systems

6oi Heron Drive
Bridgeport

New Jersey o80 4
USA

(856) 467- 8000 voice

(356) 467-3044 fax
www.studiohub.com

Hey, we've all been there - stuffed up under
a countertop in a compromising position because
no one ever gave any thought to how the heck
you're supposed to wire all That wonderful new
equipment together'

But now there's StudioHub - the CAT -5 analog/
digital pre -wired solution. Just plug in the connec-
torised cables and get out frcm under that mess.

Studio
The wiring solution f-om Rad o Systems

No ifs, ands, or butts.

New connector series
Neutrik
Booth L12139
Po. BNC connectors: Offers
three versions: a nonlocking, bud-
get friction -fit connector, a bayo-
net version with easy accessible
locking and a push-pull con-
nector for high -density ap-
plications. Al1 three fea-
ture a new, com-
fortable cable
clamp prin-
ciple. After an

easy

410
prepa-

ration, the cable
is inserted into the

plug, a machined nut is
turned to complete the as-

sembly and crimp machined
contacts are inserted. This innova-
tive design virtually guarantees an
absolute constant wave propagation
resistance of 75f/ or 5012, which is
guaranteed throughout the connec-
tor into the mating chassis connec-
tors up into the lower gigalicrtz area.

732-901-04.38- fax 732-901-9608
www.neutrikusa.c o 11. neutrikusa 4 aol.cont

Circle (251) cn Free Info Card

Digital audit. codec
MUSICAM lltA
Booth R2685

A Prima LT: Sports many of the
features users value in the CD Prima
120 codec. Bidirectional unit accepts
one ISDN, V.35 or X21/RS422 inter-
face module. Comes with 24 -hit
AID and D/A converters and pro-
vides Musicam-enhanced MPEG Lay-
er II, MPEG Layer HI and G.722
coding. Front panel includes a large
LCD display, large -dial keypad and a
simplified menu tree. Comes with a
speed directory capable of storing
more than 250 addresses.

732-739-5600 tax 732-739-1818
v/ww.musicamusa.com

sales@mui camsa.com
Circle (286) on Free Info Card

Circle (156) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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"My Two Stations Save
$130,000 per Year Using
Scoff Studios Voice Trax"

Ron Castro, co-owner and GM,
KRPQ Q-105 and KMHX MIX 104.1
Santa Rosa, California
A former San Francisco and nationally
syndicated Concept Productions air personality,
Ron has recorded 300,000 voice tracks for
automated stations across three decades.
Ron's own stations have used Scott Studios'
Voice Trax systems for several years.

(Continued from upper right) "I wouldn't ask the
staff to use anything I don't use myself. If it
didn't work great, it wouldn't be here."
Scott Studios has money -saving features you
can't get anywhere else. Scott's exclusive Voice -
Music Synchronizer guarantees every voice
track plays only with the intended songs, in
spite of log updates. Worst case, you'll still
sound great because your Scott system airs
replacement tracks with the right voice for the
shift. Scott has exclusive watchdog circuits that
make our systems more self -healing than any
other. Scott also predicts most problems before
they occur, usually as soon as logs are done.
Scott also pages people who can make last
minute adjustments off -site by modem if
needed. After years of trouble -free operation,
Ron Castro says his two "Scott Systems are
truly 'lock -the -door -and -go -home' reliable."

Ron Castro says his KRPQ and KMHX, Santa Rosa, California save serious
because "Scott Studios' Voice Trax automation cuts voice -tracking time to
minutes per hour for a 'live -sounding' show. Our Air Personalities are freed up to
do other work at the stations, drastically reducing the need for additional
management, music, production and promotion staff: That cuts boredom, burn-
out and turnover, while increasing productivity.
"Scott Studios' Voice Trax lets the talent hear their music, spots and voice-over,
running the show the way they would live, including air -tight talk -ups. Scott's
whole recording process is handled with just one button. We hardly ever use a
mouse or keyboard. Each voice track takes only seconds.
"Not only am I an owner and GM, but I'm also an Air Personality. I produce 34
hours each week of voice tracked programming using Scott Studios Voice Trax.

wwwwail
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Breathe
Faith Hill

:11/3:30/F HIT FM9834 9:23
#1 for 2 weeks in January, 2000

When I Said I Do
Clint Black

:17/4:13/F HIT HM2608 9:27

Clint Black Backsell
Ron Castro

:00/0:13/C VT JU1094 9.31

Dodge Trucks
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Bun Country
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Di.wn Home
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Fere We Are
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ady Down On Lo
Alabama
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Once Upon A Life
Alabama
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Roll On (18 Wheel
Alabama
L 7/6 1p

Small Stuff
Alabama
L 7/9 2a

Close En...Perfect
Alabama
L 715 5p

Face To Face
Alabama
L 7/6 11a

Forty Hour Week
Alabama
L 712 7p

High Cotton
Alabama
L 7/2 8p

If You're Gonna PI
Alabama
L 7/2 10a

It Works
Alabama
L 7/1 9p

Love In the 1st De
Alabama
L 715 12m

Pass It On Down
Alabama
L 7/3 7p

Say I
Alabama
L 7/4 12n

Straight Tequila N
Alabama
L 7/2 3p

Dixieland Delight
Alabama
L 7/2 3a

Feels So Right
Alabama
L 7/4 2a

Give Me One More
Alabama
L 7/1 5a N 7 t

Hometown Honey
Alabama
L 7/4 3a

I'm In A Hurry (8. I

Alabama
L 7/1 3p

Jukebox In...Mind
Alabama
L 7/2 2a

Mountain Music
Alabama
L 7/5 7p

Reckless
Alabama
L 711 11p

She Ain't Your Orc
Alabama
L 6/27 1p

Song of the South
Alabama
L 711 10a
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The Scott System is radio's most user-friendly. You get instant airplay or audition of any
song simply by spelling a few letters of its title or artist. You see when songs played last
and when they'll play next. You also get voice tracking while listening to music in
context, hot keys, automatic recording and graphic waveform editing and scrub of of
phone calls, all in one computer!

Ron's "two station combo saves at least $130,000 a year using Scott Studios' Voice Trax. When we put our second station on the air 3
years ago, we debuted with the best ratings of any sign -on in e history of the marketr
Scott Systems are delivered withaidubbed custom music libraries, time -saving CD rippers that digitally transfer music to hard
drive in seconds, no -dub instant spot uploads from Sonic Foundry multi -track production, MPEG and uncompressed digital
audio (at a compressed price) and a week of staff training at your station. You get Cart Walls for instant requests, a phone recorder
with waveform and audible scrub editing, AutoPost to make announcers sound better
and minimize re -cuts, title and artist displays for your website, time announce, plus
Cat. 5 audio wiring for fast installation. Our S532 System plays 8 simultaneous
recordings thru 8 separate console channels, feeds different spots to webcasts or
second stations, _plus auto -transfers spots and Voice Trax to distant stations over
Internet or WAN. Scott Studios offers optional temperature announcers, wire
capture and newsroom editors, unattended school closing reports and 24/7 live
support via toll -free cell phones.
Scott Studios' unequaled money -saving features mean more U.S. stations use Scott
than any other digital air studio systems (5,500 workstations in 2,250 U.S. Stations and
nine of the top ten groups). See our web site and toll -free phone at the right.

Seat Stadio4
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
Internet: www.scottstudios.com
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

8 0 0 7 2 6 8 8 7 7

(800) SCOTT -77
CirCill (131) on Res Info Card or online at ,Arww.beradio.com



NAEIExtrial
Eight -track recorder/player
TASCAMiTeac Professional

Booth L12944
Of. DA-78HR: A 24 -bit format
DTRS recorder, the unit can
record eight tracks, up to one
hour and 48 minutes, on a
standard Hi -8 tape. Fully com-

patible with all existing DTRS machines. Can be locked with other genera-
tions of DTRS machines. Able to play 16- or 24 -bit tapes. I/O for word clock,
SMPTE and MIDI. A read -before -write method allows for internal mix -down.
Mix can also be routed to S/PDIF outputs.

323-726-0303; fax 323-727-7635; vnivw.tascam.com; tas:;amli!@tEscan.com
Circle (283) on Free Info Card

simistiouil

Digital console upgrades
Logitek
Booth R3170
Audio Engine Enhancements: Several new options are available for the
Logitek Audio Engine, the heart of the NuMix and ROC series audio consoles.
The 108D is a digital I/O that doubles the number of inputs and outputs on
each digital card. The sample rate converter resolution has been increased
from 20 to 24 hits. and the maximum sample rate is now 96kHz. IONel is
a network (-aid that allows 64 audio channels to be shared between audio
engines with a fiber optic cable. The RCH2 is a route control head that can
select two router crosspoints for distribution to arty destination ;n a facility.

800-2: 1-58707fax 713-782-7597; www.logitekaudlo.conzinfb@logitekaudio.com
Circle (267) on Free Info Card

Vocal microphone
Neumann

Booth L7530
KMS 105: A

supercardioid,
live -perfor-
mance vocal
microphone.
145dB maxi-
mum SPL, reduced

handling noise due
to a triple process
involving capsule
tensioning, mount-
ing and micro-
phone electronics.
Reduced sensitivi-
ty to plosives, ow-
ing to a sophisti-
cated inner -basket
structure. 127dB of
dynamic range and
a 20Hz to 20kHz
frequency response.

860-434-5220; fax 360-434-3148
www.neumannusa.con-

neumlit4neumannusa.ccm
Circle (250) on Free nfo Card

ComStudy by RadioSoft.
Radio Mapping

At Its Best.

4

imp

N

CccuStudy by RadiaSoft seb a new standard kn. accu-
.. rite anc efficient mapping of all rEdip signals.

. . C-_-unStudy :an bain; a word of informaticn about your. .
?msting or planned sigrEls right to :your screen.
CoinStudy 2 offers E lot...

'II Fully integrated kansmiItr databases
III Fastest 'inc. most 3ccurat.... calculations

Automific inte-nuence calculations
II Real time 3D d sF;ays
 Area rel.ab lity studies
II Accepted by the FCC

APCO cooriinatir_i stanzird
O All FCC, 7IA, aid ITU prxdures included

OrnStudy offers breakthrough software at a fiadion of
tFe cast of me ci_m5ersone.siftware programs We'll

. even let you let dr vcComSkAy for 15 days Just ca I or
vsi±.aur weasi-e.

The Worsa feeder ea Radw Mapping Teehnolog.
109W. KrappAvnue, -:g,?water, FL 32132

Phore 148E-RA01095 in the USA
Ckoally, rote 1.904A26.2521  www.radioilift corn

Radiocoft Is II COMM MOM Company.

Circle (132) on Free Info Card or go to www.be,adio.com
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This is
a really
boring ad
for Broadcast
Electronics
Transmitters

But isn't that what you want
from a transmitter?

Face it. The last thing you need from a transmitter is excitement. In fact, \k hat you're looking for are
transmitters and exciters that work. No fuss, No muss. Broadcast Electronics Transmitters are known
throughout the industry for reliability, stability, and serviceability. And in that rare occasion when
one of our units go bump in the night, our 24x7 service department is legendary. Or, if you have
recently been visited by Andrew, El Nino or some other nasty mother nature type event, in most
emergency situations we can get you a transmitter, on site, the very nexf day. Just ask the
30 or so customers we rescued last year.

Spectacular audio performance, a wide range of products and services - why don't you call
and find out just how boring a BE transmitter really can be.

I =E TRANSMITTERS

www.bdcastcom
011 888.232.3268

DIR100 ©1W Orifices! Electronics. Inc the Of emblem is a mist:nil trademark et Broadcast Ile:trues Inc

Broadcast Electronics
Olney, Illinois

Circle (133) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.c DT



INASExtrat
Two -channel mic pre -am
Sound Devices
Booth R3661
V MixPre: A studio -quality two -channel, portable,
stereo microphone preamplifier/mixer. Each input has
pan switches and level control. Also includes a built-in
slate microphone, 1kHz tone oscillator and headphone

monitoring. Each in-
put can provide

up to 66d11
of gain
and uses
Lundahl
input
transform-

ers. Phantom
power is selectable be-

tween 48V and 1W. Audio bandwidth is 101-Ez to 50kHz
Levels are shown with seven -segment LED output
meters that have a three -position brightness switch.
Two-color LEDs per input channel indicate clipping and
limiter activity. Powered by two AA batteries or external,
chassis -isolated 5VDC to 14VDC. Power LEI) indicates
low battery power.

608-524-0625; fax 608-524-0655: www.sounddevices coin
infoesounddevices.com

Circle (263) on F-ee Info Card

lightning Natter:

The Ultimate Li Rik
tech!' Sy em

form
dcast str

Bonding 5 Grounding  Surge Suppression  Structural Protection

LigiirninCjirefaZter
Corpora Eton

1921) Sherw4 x N.  (II-am:go-.I1.i-3-6C
800-"iium)  rx.72-4,1 31--

haul Ink )itlightningflusier c I nil  N1111% ItglInopuslcr (inn

AES3 cable
Gepco International
Booth L5660
IP. 5596 series:
This AES3 digital
audio cable is de-
signed for ex-
tended physical
distances and in-
creased data
rates. Precision
manufactured for
1001_ impedance, it is optimal for 96kliz bandwidth
requirements. The low attenuation and iitter specifica-
tions work well for applications requiring long cable runs
at lower sampling frequencies. Available in two versions,
the 5596EZ is intended for punchclowns, mass termination
and permanent installations, and the 5596M is designed for
studio wiring and cable harnesses. Both feature stranded,
24 -gauge conductors.
80C-36-0069: fax 947-795-8770; www.gepcc.conx gepco@gepco.com

Circle (261) on Free Info Ca -d

Auctio tester
TerraSonde
Booth R1494

A The Audio Toolbox Raclunount: Based on the
origiral Audio Toolbox, this multifunction audio test and
acoustic analysis device combines more than 30 func-
tions in one 2RU unit. Includes timecode generator/
analyzer. RTA, SPL, signal generator. sample scope,
impedance meter, THD, sweeps, memories, speaker/
rule polarity tester, MIDI, and more. Power is selectable
for 90V to 120V or 220V to 240V. All connections are on
the front panel. Includes PC and Mac interface cables.
Optiorral rechargeable battery system. Software version
2.16 supports uploading of up to 40 data memories.

888-433-2821; fax 303-545-6066 www.terasor de.com
info@terrasonde.com

Circle (264) on Free Info Car:

The LAN/WAN/WEB Newsroom System
Now c.:onnectiag Clear Channel Coast to Coast0 ,,),,,,,,..,:,

.,,,,,,,.,,,:iiiii..,,,.,,,,,,,11).
WireReady .

.,, -.

--.:.

Circle (134) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradlo.com
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We're evolving.

Watch the transformation at

www.mediacentral.com

You've been with us from the beginning, but we've only just begun.

0.180M000INIIIft
www.mediacentral.com

Your one -click resource for media tools, news and community.

Circle (135) on Free Into Card or online at www.beradio.corn



Make your way
through the show

floor with BE Radio's
exhibitor listings.

Your time at NAB is limited and it's impossible to see everything.
Use the BE Radio FASTtrack to plot your course around the show floor.

The following listings are arranged in product categories, then in
booth order to help you see the exhibitors without wasting any time.

For an alphabetical exhibitor listing, see the NAB show -floor map in this issue.

BE Radio FASTtrack Directory
Audio Accessories 44
Audio Mixers - On Ar 45
Audio Mixers - Portable 45
Audio Mixers - Studio, ge ording 45
Audio Processing 45
Audio Recording, S-orage & Playback 45
Audio Routing & r)istribition 45
Automation Systems 46
Computers & Peripherals 46
Digital Audio Workstations 46
Microphones & Audio Accessories 48
Microwave, STL, R'U & Telco 48
Power Products, Batteries, Generators, UPS 50
Radio Transrr ittei.s, -ranslators, Exciters & Alt ennas 56
Recording Media & Accessories 56
RF Feedline, Waveguide & Components aid

Towers, Services 56
Satellite Equipment A. Services 58

Studio & Facility Soop3rt Froducts & Accessories 58
System Integrators, Consultants & Misc. Services 60

Test & Measurement Equipmen - 62
Wire, Cable & Coinectors 62

Audio Accessories
Soundscape 16939
International Cellulose .... L1749
Benchmark L2046

beyerdynamic 15207
ATI L5211

Switchcraft L5213
Acoustics First L5215

Datatek ...... L5610
Acoustic

Systems L5654
Lectrosonics L5812
Lemo L6333

BE Radio ' 000

Harris L6524
Wohler L6761
Cefen L7038
Acoustical Solutions L7338
Whirlwind L7433
Sennheiser Electronic L7530
Panasonic ....... L8236
Beck L8470
DNF Controls L8683
Multidyne L9144
Leitch L9328
Telex Communications L9366
Dorrough Electronic L9769
Opamp Labs L10073

Prime Image
K&H Products
Clear-Com Systems
ADC
Telecommunications

Clark Wire & Cable
Horita
Mohawk/CDT
Sony
Neutrik
Ross
Dolby Laboratories
Bogen
Techflex
Rio -Tie
Boland
Communications

AVP Manufacturing
& Supply

TASCAM/Teac
Professional

Avocet Instruments
Bittree
Avitel
Link Electronics
JBL Professional
Hafer Professional
Mackie Designs
Audemat
Martinsound
TGI North America
Tannoy
Signal Transport
AudioScience
TC Electronic
Genelec Oy R1393, M7672
AKG R1396
Digigram R1456

L10186
L10376
L10776

L10982
L10986
L11350
L11933
L12107
L12139
L12326
L12335
L12342
L12550
L12572

L12680

L12929

L12944
L12955
L13114
L13242
L13255
M8632
M8669
M9373

R577
R582
R683
R683
R686
R795

R1059

Issue advertisers indicated in gold



Ger'tner
Telos

R1581
82057 Audio Mixers - Portable

Solid State Logic..._........ R2074 TeleCast Group AS L1823
So nifex Ltd R2296 ATI . L5211

JOEMEEK ...... _.._.._ ...... R2299 Shure L5617
HHB Zaxcom L13231

Communications R2360 Mackie Designs M9373

LPB R2370 Calrec Audio R491

Euphonix R2388 Roland R2063

Audio Processing Audio
Technology R2390 Developments R2354

Broadcast AETA Audio .82680
Richmond R2393 Audio Toys R3496

0 JK Audio R3659

MUSICAM USA R2685 Studer R4073
RDL (Radio

Design Labs) .... R2954,
Audio-Technica
'_ogitek

L12510
R2970 Audio Mixers - Studio,

Recording
TFT R3252 TeleCast Group AS ..... L1823
Gorman -Redlich R3388 Graham -Patten L2010
Henry Engineering ..... R3389 ATI L5211

Audio Toys R3496 Shure L5617
Symetrix R3663, M9727 Harris L6524
Ward -Beck R3763 Whirlwind L7433
IndustrialAcoustics R4060 Panasonic L8236
AEO R4066 Telex
Studer R4073 Communications L9366
Walters-Storyk S4017 Sony L12107
Miller & Kreisel S4175 TASCAM/Teac
Ensemble Designs S4737 Professional. L12944
WhisperRoom S5359 Zaxcom L13231

SD Tech/Div. GVC S5373 AMS Nieve L21637
Klotz Digital M7173, R3798

Audio Mixers - On Air
Mackie Designs
Calrec Audio

M9373
R491

Harris L6524 Martinsound R582
TASCAM/Teac L12944 Soundtracs R669
IDT Image TC Electronic R1059

Develoopernent R571 AMEK US R1562
TC Electrorft R1059 Harrison by GLW R1569
Arrakis R1574 Arrakis R1574
Telos R2057 Solid State Logic . R2074
Wheatstone R2081 Wheatstone R2081

AEV R2087 Audio Developments R2354
Tiesseci R2097 LPB R2370
Aphex Systems R2368 Euphonix R2388
LPB R2370 Radio Systems R2f

Autogram R2577 Fidelipac R2674
Fidelipac R2674 Audio-Technica R2970
Inovonics R297E Logitek R3170
Logitek R3170 Ward -Beck R3763
Circuit AEO R4066

Research Labs R3197 Studer R4073
Audio Toys R3496
Broadcast Electronics
Orban

R3682
R3686 Audio Processing

Ward -Beck R3763 NVISION L543
AEO R4066 Axon Digital Design L2006
Studer R4073 Shure L5617

FM Systems . L5833
Gefen L7038
Prime image
Dolby Laboratories L12335
Link Electronics L13255
TC Electronic R1059

R2057
Roland R2063
Audi -Cord R2273
JOEMEEK R2299
HHB Communications R2360
Aphex Systems
Circuit

Research Labs

R2368

R3197
Audio Toys R3496
Symetrix R3663, M9727
Broadcast

Eectronics R3682
Orban R3686
Dan Dugan
Sound Design R3761

Eventide R4069
DigiDesign R4086

Audio RecorcUng,
Storage & Playback

Doremi Labs. L517
tiagra L5603

L6524
DRS Ahead
Technology L9619

Otani L9741
Sony L12107
TASCANEITeac

Professional L12944
Zaxcorn L13231
Alcorn McBride M9440
TeraTekSoftware 8586
Digigrarn R1456
Arrakis R1574
Roland R2063
AKAI

Musical Instrument R2091
Audi -Cord R2273
Son.fer Ltd ...._..._ R2296
HHB Communications R2360
Euphonix R2388
Fidelipac. R2674
360 SI stems R3163
Henry Engineering 93389
Broadcast

Electronics R3632
Studer R4073

Audio Routing
& Distribution

NVISION 1.543

ISIS Group 11510
TeleCast Group AS L1823

Issue advertisers indicated in gold March 2000 BE Radio 45



Lighlhcuse Co -nputer Conmpts R1069 Obvious
Digital Systems ..... . 1_1927 Dalet Digital Media F- X' 6 Technolocy M7662

Axon Pristine Systems ... ....... R1161 MediaFORN M7670
Digi-a Design ........ L2006 Arrakis R1574 JMR Electronics M.3351

Cranam-Patten L2010 R37'3LPE Compaq M8757
Utah C.onteck L2027 A-V1iia re Softwa re R2a91 Porter Case M8947
Benclarark 12046 Prophet Systems R3189 Hitachi Software MS438
Miranda Technology .. L3330 RCS... ........... P3457, L3627 Apple Computer ....... ....... M9527
Pixe' Instruments L3529 Register Term Intera:tive M9627
Sierra video Systems _.... L4654 Cata Systems R34168 Crystal Group. M9331
ATI L5211 Cartwo -1,:s/dbm MediaSite M9860
Datatek.. . .............. LE.610 SisteSystemsR34Z9 Transoft Networks M9864
Hose Technolcgy L5629 Smarts Ante< Electronics ........
Harris . .... L5524 Broadcast Systems .. R3491 Digigram R1456
Wohler ......... ....... _6761 Br oaccast HHB
Philips . L6910 Cleo -Ionics R3632 Con- municafons R2360
Di -Tech .._____ .......... 17943 C3S1. .............. R405 _PB . R2370
Muljdy-e ......... L9144 Scott Studios _.___.. R4O9.. Audio Processing
Leitch L9328 Sc hedJALL Technology ...........
Signa Electronics ...... 1_9376 by VizuAll S457; Sonic Science R2393
Crysta, Visicn L3525 Storage Concepts S3253
Ctan L9741
Opamp Labs L111073 Computers

CataDirect Networks ..._...
Hammer

S3427

R DSS 1_12326 & Peripherals Storage Solu:iDns S343-
MATCO _12.'339 H Dodman. . 15736 Lanturn S344E
COMTEK L12554 Ergo . I5739 AlTO S345G
Chyron L12303 SightPath .............. _...._.._ 16232 Simon Graphics S4131
P ESA Switching Kingsto i Technology__ 16536 I liergraoh S4145
Systems L12961 Norpa< 16815 Harmonic S4576
Klo-.z .... M7173. 8379E Sounciscace ........... 16939 Ensemble Designs S4737
Apc gee Electronics .... M8453 Optibase ............. . 17118 Vlewgraphics ....... . S4745
Extron. M8727 Intel 17133 Di ACOM S5539
Mariinsounc . R532 ANJATACO _ 17418 D gital A adio Labs S5763
Aritex Electronics ...... .R637 Tektronix .............. L913 Computer Modules T2247

TC Electronic R1059 Omneon L1431
Audio
intervisual Design x1453

Ampex Data System
Corpo-ation L2003 Digital Audio

Sonifex Ltd R2296 StorageTek Workstations
Sierra Cineb3seSo:tware ...... . ..

_2616
L2549 o .Andscarie 16939

At..tomatedSysterr s R2380 Miranda Technology L3330 o-Prni Labs L517
ELpt-on,x R23811 IBM L3337 Clete Designs L6846
Radio ._..._.........6266: Image Log c . LE756 Otari L9741
Henry Engineeing R3389 Rorke Data LI3C61 Avid L11031
Symotrix R3663, M9727 Philips L5310 TASCAM/Teac
Br oaccast Gefer ,_7038 Prolfessio I L12944

Electronics R3682 Proximity Corporation 17253 AVIS Neve L21637
Ward -Beck ..... R3763 Addenca Electronics ...._. L7939 Delta Cesig is M7927
Sludet ...... R40173 Hotronic Lc. 43 Merging
CBSI ...... R4036 Odetics L9311 Technologies M9737

Telex CommJnications .._ L9335 DSP North America 1385

Automation Systems
Adrienne Electronics
ICS Advent .

L12321
_12582

NoAlia D gital Audio
So inctracs

8496
8569

SVC° Systerns ..._. L6E24 Boland TC Electronic 81059
SMART nicetions L126E0 Prstine Systems R1161
Technoldgies ...... M9067 1/IASTER7,L0:31; L131613 Fairlign1 USA R1180
3roacim- s:Softwa re ICE M704.5 Dig grern R-456
Internationel ..... R562 Arrakis R1574
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Nautel FM
The Sound of Coot,

C:"."0 ".

la

Nautel solid state modular FM transmitters
run cool. The highest efficiency ever achieved
for any solid state design means there is less
waste heat generated. Nautel's patented single
stage combiner also eliminates the heat
dissipated by imbalance loads employed in
conventional hybrid combiners. Each
Power Module has its own ventilation
fan and thermal protection. But that is
only the beginning of cool. Safe on -air

module service minimizes nighttime

LI

the heat off the operating budget. Twenty-
four -hour -a -day technical support and
straightforward installation procedures mean
there's no need to sweat installation and main-
tenance either. Nautel FM transmitters, from
3.5 to 10 kW and Combined 20 kW, partnered

with the superior signal integrity pro-
vided by the Nautel Direct Digital

igita Synthesis FM Exciter - with
AES/EBU direct digital input, or

eifir with optional interface for conven-
and emergency service calls; and power Power Module tional analog composite input
consumption is lower than other solid quite simply deliver the finest sound
state transmitters thanks to the high overall rf- and signal around. Nautel - because simple,
out/ac-in efficiency. These features help take efficient, rugged, and reliable is also cool.

www.nautel corn

Nautel Limited, Hackett's Cove, RR #1, Tantallon, Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0

Phone: (902) 823-2233 Fax: (902) 823-3183 E-mail: info@nautel.com

Nautel Maine Inc., 201 Target Industrial Circle, Bangor, Maine USA 04401

Phone: (207) 947-8200 Fax: (207) 947-3693
nautei

Simply the best engineered transmitters

Circle (136) on Free Info Card or online at www.betadio.com



J.),\'1\-_;2FASTTRAcii
Roland R2063 Alias\Wavefront S4121
Solid State Logic R2074 Sonic Foundry S5157
AKAI Sonic Solutions S5531

Musical Instrument R2091 Digital Audio Labs S5763
360 Systems R3163
Prophet Systems
Cartworks/dbm

R3189
Microphones

Systems R3489 & Audio Accessories
Orban R3686 Vega L5160
Studer R4073 beyerdynamic L5207
DigiDesign R4086 Shure L5617

The best
sounding,

most reliable
digital audio

systems use

Digigram

sound cards.

Does yours?

EDigigrarn
Digigram Inc. 2101 Wilson Boulevard. Suite 1004 Arlington. Virginia 22201

Phone: +1.703.875.9100  Fax: +1.703.875.9161  E-mail: inputm'digigram.com  Web:www.digigram.com

Lectrosonics L5812
Harris L6524
Wohler L6761
Nady Systems L6823
Neumann L7530
Sennheiser

Electronic L7530
Telex

Communications L9366
Micron wisionifr:4

Audio Products L11871
Sony L12107
Bogen L12342
COMTEK L12564
Creative

Support Services M7941
musicmusicmusic 8374
DSP North America 8385
Martinsound R.582

TGI North America
/Fastforms R683

DPA Microphones. 8683
Cad Professional

Microphones R796
AKG R1396
Audio

Intervisual Design R1493
Rycote Microphone

Windshields R2254
Independent Audio R2294
Sonic Science R2393
Audio-Technica 82970
Sound Devices R3661

Microwave,
STL, RPU & Telco

Opticomm 17424
NVISION L543
Alcatel USA L631
Tektronix L913
Axon Digital Design L2006
Lucent Technologies L2632
Williams Vyvx

Services L2645
!TELCO L3243
Ipitek L3410
DB Elettronica L3550
ATI L5211
Broadcast

Microwave L5430
Nucomm L5451
M.crowave Filter L5829
Harris L6524
Adaptive Broadband L7521
Teiestream L8475
AT&T L9613

Circle (137) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com
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has a website 41;1;11Yor
0111;1HcciptionF,

& really smart peophiy kit

who sell & deliver 111141 111111 p!:
Yilitti1/41clic:1101m

15111161440chif
& service your everyleggplippilim

ildifitipichhitian
& really`nice people wiAirgycciiiTimigil

answer the phones 01,11111141:1i.l.a. pip .

& has over 600 lines of their{ opi!lic

best equipment in a

really big warehouse

& a really great catalog.

Check out what's on

SALEright now by calling

800-356-5844

Need it after hours?

la Amplifiers

tuthol/wzrar
Pro Audio, Video, Lights

800.476.9886
M -F Sam- I Opm, Saturday I Oam-6pm(CST)

WWW. C ompassxpress.com

Is Mics&

ql Processors & Parts &

& Software & Cable &

layers & Test Equipment &

Speakers & Headphones &

Intercoms & Lights &

Wireless & Tape &

tands & Recorders &

Cases ,& Cabinets & Screens &

ectors & Video Cameras &

el/i=ns & Monitors & Tripods &

ConnEctors & Tele Conferencing &

Lots Of Other Things

FULL COMPASS

AUDIO  VIDEO  LIGHTS

Call 800.356.5844
www.fullcompass.com

Circle (138) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.coan



Otari L9741
Clear-Com

0E1
AETA Audio

R2678
R2E80 Power Products,

Systems L10776 MUSICAM USA F2E85 Batteries,
ADC Moseley Associates R3174 Generators, UPS

Telecommunications .. L10982 Comrex R3178 MGE UPS Systems 17130
Andrew L12331,T2538 Henry Engineering .... ..... R3339 Staco
RF Technology L13235 JK Audio R3659 Energy Products L5205
Evertz L13261 Broadcast Northern
Telecast Electronics R3682 Technologies L5830

Fiber Systems L13275 Bi-Directional Control
BARCO M8720 Microwave R3959 Concepts L6213, S5645
Comm inications AEO R40E6 Mole -Richardson L8243

Specialties ......... M8968 Fiber Options S2253 Belden L8478
FOXCOM M9949 Video Products Techni-Tool L8845
Tadiran Scopu.s M10135 Group S3574 Lightning Eliminator &
ABE Elettronica R1054 Mixed Signals/ Consultants L9143
NPR Satellite ULTECH s3816 Telex Communications ... L9366

Services R1159 T ernan Dorrough Electronic L9769
Energy-Onix ......... R1389 Communications S4162 Neutrik L12139
Gentner R1581 Viewgraphics S4745 Lightning
Screen Service Canal + S5072 Control Systems L12663

Italia R1784 Force S5357 North Star/Best Power ... L12852
Telos R2057 Divicom S553.S. Warner Electric ... R1191, L 6046
Sonifex Ltd R2296 Physical Optics S5648 Equi=Tech R2580
Armstrong Transmitter .... R2366 SSE Telecom T1242 ERI -
Radio ystems R2663 SiCOM T1750 Electronics Research .... R3166

NOR-HWEST

Seattle

(800) 735.7051

WEST

Northern CA

(888)737.7321

Southem CA

(800) 346.6434

Has your equipment supplier been...

Consolidated?
"PT is Good TOP 001,1"

SOUTHWEST

Teas
(800) 537-1801

(888) 8:9.7373

CENTRAL

Missouri

(800) 467-7373

With 300-r brands of your favorite stuff!
The Best People! The Best Prices!

Why call anyone else??

EAST

Pittsburgh
(724) 733.1994

Philadelphia

(888) 260-9298

SOUTH

Florida

(300!476.8943

ejjR F Specialtiet
Group www.rfspec.com

Circle 1139) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.cor
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THE FUTURE DOESN'T TAP YOU ON THE SHOULDER,
IT HITS YOU RIGHT BETWEEN THE EYES.

CZ'

The
Convergence

Marketplace

Consider this a wake up call from your friends at NA6200C. Becaise in the eiectionic
media communications industry, by the time you learn of a new way to create Dr de iver

content, someone else is already capitalizing on that technology. And where do those
fortunate pioneers go to get their insider information? NAB2-000. wt ere you cal joie th-xn
this April and go face-to-face with the futu'e.

Register at www.nab.org/conventions, or call 888-740-4622 cr +1-301-682-7962.

April 8-13, 2000  Exhibits April 10-13  Las Vegas, Nevada USA



Pulizzi Engineering S3433 Shively Labs L5813, R1074
Exeltech T334

Radio Transmitters,
Translators,

Exciters & Antennas
ITELCO L3243
DB Elettronica L3550
Jampro

Antennas L5622

L6524
Continental L6944, R694
Propagation

Systems L9086, R1495
Antenna Concepts ... L11286
SWR L11866
LeBLANC Broadcast L12355
Crown Broadcast R984
Bext R1065
Energy-Onix R1389

CartWorks
Digital Audio Systems

The Choice is Easy !
10:27:n

fr Ea Scar ilowu HdD

340 VAP4DY11

rand 3
131411
C.1411

On The Air

11. I.., i3

Fr
Audi rdr

SW nor. -

111 1:1
MISV

Lei

1111111 11114

6.11.459 w 12 O..., -.1.11,n 41 the I d M34 72 F 111/S

1.4133 .11101 VII
ItA1S11 Id I/ 1,1y I 1,101) Sinr. 17 V 411 1111 MUS
UPI
124054 NW 1"Irn 1 rr Heat 1 Potty Q48 11 C 11115

IDITA2 OM,. °JIM LOU
1.141
43M11 MN Dr.. II. Meld V Ili et 47 13 NUS13135111 II, VI I :.

00 03:23

Live Assist/Cart Replacement
The first truly user friendly digital audio
system. A perfect replacement for those
aging cart machines. Operate manually like a
six deck cart machine or use Script
Automation for advanced live assist features.
You won't need a staff of computer wizards
to operate it either. Because CartWorks is
designed to look and operate like traditional
broadcast equipment, it's easy to learn and
use.

Satellite Automation
All the features of our Live Assist worksta-
tions plus advanced Satellite Automation.
Includes 8X2 stereo audio switcher and
everything you need for live. local sounding
satellite automation.
CartWorks' powerful Script Automation
provides more than just the standard
features. Extended control capabilities tackle
even the most demanding applications.
And there's no macro language to learn. It's
all controlled from a simple Windows' point
and click interface.

Music -On -Hard -Drive
Designed after the original CartWorks
friendly user interface, here's a professional
Music -On -Hard -Drive system that's simple to
operate yet powerful.
Sound live 24 -hours a day with pre-recorded,
In -context voice tracks that match what's
actually on the air.

To keep things simple, Spot sets are played
from a familiar cart deck. Music log events
are played from a music log.
CartWorks MHD accepts logs from most any
of your favorite music schedulers. Or use our
included Quick Scheduler.
Switching between automated and live assist
modes is as simple as pressing a single
button.
And options are available to easily add
Satellite Automation. CartWorks MHD won't
drain your budget or your brain.

Like all CartWorks products, it's backed by
24 -hour technical support.

Prices start at $ 4,995 Complete!
For information call: 1-800-795-7234 Or visit us on the web: www.cartworks.cl

Superior Broadcast R1487
Kintronic Labs R1565
Belar 81578
Armstrong Transmitter.... R2366
LPB R2370
SCA Data Systems R2372

R2678
OMB R2688
Silicon Valley

Power Amplifiers ... R2697
ERI -

Electron:cs Research R3166
Davicom Technologies R3664
E roadcast
Electronics

Phasetek R4089

Recording Media
&Accessories

Audiolab Electronics L5201
Data Securty L5204
Professional Label L5733
Garner Industries L7023
RT1 L7845
Sony L12107
JVC L12118
TASCAM/Teac

Professional L12944
Apogee Electronics M8453
CTX Opto M8960
HHB Communications R2360

Rf Feedline, Waveguide
& Components and

Towers, Services
BDmar 16021

Technology for
Communication L 848

Motorola L2604
International Towers L4451
Doty Moore

Tower Services L5217
MYAT L5613
Shively Laos L5813, R1074
Stainless L5913
Thomson

Components & Tubes L6733
Burle Industries L6912
CPI Eimac L7017
Dielectric ... L8205, R

Marconi
Applied Technologies L9061

M cro
Communications L10374

ADC Broadcast L10982, L543
Circle (140) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

See us at NAB Booth R3489
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\LIASTTRACK
SWR L11866
Neutrik L12139
Andrew L12331, T2538
LeBLANC Broadcast L12355
RFS Broadcast L12366
Kline Towers L12966
Central Tower L12974
ROHN L13252
Magnum Towers R673
DASTO R682
Bird Electronic R852

Antenna ID Products R2356
Altronic Research R2363
Penta Labs R2565
Coaxial Dynamics
Flash Technology R2671
Econco R2682
Silicon Valley
o--irr Amplifiers R2697

Svetlana
Electron Devices R2854

Phillystran R2955

Listen Closely

Success depends on how well you listen. And how good you sound.
For over a decade the designing minds at AudioScience have been
responsible for more digital audio adapter innovation than
anyone else in the business. So Listen Loud. Listen Clear.
And demand digital audio peripherals from AudioScience.
Call 302-324-5333 or visit www.audioscience.com.

ERI -
Electronics Research R3166

Radiacion
Y Microondas. SA R3194

Honeywell
Hughey & Phili R3767

Allied Tower R3960
Phasetek R4089

Satellite
Equipment & Services

Thomson
Components 8 Tubes ... L6733

Marconi
Applied Technologies ... L9061

Advent
Communications L10466

Andrew L12331, T2538
AVCOM of Virginia L12633
NSN Network
Services R2581

Tiernan
Communications S4162

ComStream T1450
MITE() T1752
MCL T2028
Logic Innovations T2240
CPI Satcom T2345

Studio & Facility
Support Products

& Accessories
Ergo 15739

e-StudioLIVE formerly
ECHOIab) 15819, L9780

AARDVARK 16124
A&J Cases 16432
Electrorack 17422
Baron Services L843
Kavouras L507
Ampex Data System

Corporation L2003
Weather Central L2016
Automated

Weather Source L2312
J C Williamson

Technologies L4647
Nucomm L5451
TBC Consoles L5847
APW Enclosures. L6330
Harris L6524
Dove Systems L6730
GAMPRODUCTS L6819
Delta Designs L6846
Philips L6910

Circle (142) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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BECAUSE SOMETIMES COFFEE

JUST ISN'T ENOUGH.
A new media monster created and brought to life by network wizard Jim Zippo, HERO RADIO is a
satellite -delivered, 24 -hour, brand new music format for radio. Sharply targeted and carefully
researched, HERO RADIO has exciting live personalities, jingles, promos, ana the hottest modern
mainstream CHR oldies ever assembled on one format. It's all energy, jam-packed, and carefully
balanced with rhythm and rock! There's nothing like the exciting sound of HERO RADIO anywhere on

the planet. Join the growing number of stations in position to launch with us right out of the box.
There's room for a HERO in every radio market, and one of your stations is probably perfect for it!

Plus, you'll love what we're offering you as a charter member.

Visit our site now for confidential details:

heroradio.com

NEW OLDIES FORA NEW CENTURY.'"

Circle (143) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com



,..\z\L_vfAST RACK
American
Studio Equipment L6947

Dielectric . . L8205, R3789
Mole -Richardson L8243
Beck L8470
Hannay Reels L8676
Electronic Associates L8843
Techni-Tool L8845
Imagine Products L8943
Thomcast/Comark L9609
Anvil Cases L9751

NSN Keeps Your

Network UP!
Building the world's most
advanced satellite delivery
platform available to the
radio industry.

Call us to find out why
both the small regional
and the nation's /
largest networks
utilize NSN.
,

111111111111t,

Lightware L9755
Tentel L9756
Pro Cyc L9783

System Integrators,
Consultants & Misc.

Services
Advanced' Designs L9786
Peerless Industries L9973
Storzel L10139

303.925.1708
email sales@nsn.net

www.nsn.net

Visit us at NAB Booth #R2581
April 10-13

A Clear Channel Communications Company

ADC
Telecommunications .. L10982

Nalpak Video Sales L11074
ESE L11233
Horita L11350
Acc u Weather L11576
Thermodyne

lnternat cnal L11655
Veetronix L12320
Sachtler L12348
Allen Avionics L12410
Rip -Tie L12572
Hardigg . L12637
Allen Osborne L12674
VDP 112927
CANARE L12978
Tally Display

Corp (TDC) L12982
MASTERCLOCK L13158
Will -Burt L13226
Wenger M7667
Broadband Networks M7762
Delta Designs M7927
Nelson Case M8740
Porter Case M8947
Chief Manutacturing M8957
AMCO Engineering M9064
Agilent M9370
C -Cube M9619
Middle Atlantic

Products M10164
L&S Radio

Communications R671
EDX Engineering R677
Signal Transport R686
Energy -On! x R1389
Arrakis R1574
Gentner R1531
Penny & Giles 82270
V -Soft R2290
Radio Systems R2663
Mager Systems R3171
Moseley Associates R3174
Circuit Research Labs R3197
E -Z UP International R3395
Burk Technology R3460
Davicom Tec hnologies R36E4
Broadcast

Electronics P36E2
KD Kanopy R3791
Forecast Consoles %941
MilesTek S3250
Storage Concepts S3259
Kart -A -Bag S3335
Winsted S3550, L10137
Brainstorm Multimedia ... S3656
Astro Systems S3877

Circle (144) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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-andberc Television
Force I is

S4158
S5357

ME 1pak Video Sales
Meutrik

L11074
L12139 Wire, Cable & Connectors

Whisper Room ......... S5359 Dclby Laboratories L12335 Forte! DTV L1806
Solutiois VCOM of Virginia ...._.. L12633 Switchcraft L5213

Custom =urnish ngs S5760 Evntz L13261 Hosa Technology L5629
Tamrac S5960 Advanced Bro2dcast L13283 Gepco International L5660
Cuintech Electronics T1338 etig lent M9370 Lemo L6333
COMSAT T1641 Irec Audio R491 Belden L8478
Idt&C Systems ......... T1938 AJdemat R577 Kings Electronics L9621

B rd Electronic R852 Clark Wire & Cable L109864

Test & Measurement
Behr
Altronic Research

R1578
R2363

Mohawk/CDT
Neutrik

L119337
L12139

Equipment TerraSonde R2372 Andrew L12331, T2538
Pixelmetrix L 205 Delta Electronics R2373 Bi-Tronics L12412
Tektronix L 913 Coaxial Dynamics R2668 CANARE L12978
Z -echnolcgy L2606 Potomac Instruments R2677 Wireworks L13100
Sencore Electronics L3107 laoi.onics R2978 Nemal Electronics L13120
AL dio Precision ... L3543, S4443 Wad -Beck R3763 Telecast
Rchde & Schwarz L4758 Br oadcast Technology S3070 Fiber Systems L13275
Microwave Filter L5829 1_47.roy S3315 Ensemble Designs S4737
Ha -6s ....... ......... L6524 Astro Systems S3877 Methode Electronics T823
Trompeter Electronics .... L6913 Xjratex S4178 141

Leader L7051

t
DSC Labs
Tentel
Dorrough Electronic

L9524
L9756
L9769

Boo'h numbers, exhibitor information and
advertiser information are current as of February 15.

digibid.co
GET ON AND GET OFF.

YOU WON'T FIND

ART DECO COCKTAIL

SHAKERS OR BEANIE

BABIES ON DIGIBID.

YOU WILL Fill) THE

PRO AUDIO, VIDEO,

MUSICA_ GEAR YOU'RE

AFTER.

DIGIBID IS THE

AUCTION ARENA WHERE

THE DEDICATED PRO

CAN FIND EVERYTHING

FROM AUDIO-TECHNICA

TO LSYSTEMS-AT

RIGHT PRICES. AND

THE BEST GEAR DEALS

ON THE PLANET ARE

THE MOST FUA,

ESPECIALLY WHEN

THEY'RE ALL 100%

GUARANTEED.

GET ON AND GET OFF.

WWW.DIGIBID.COM
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NoTradeoffs
AMIE

OnlyTap ...at a cost savings means real
value in any broadcast market.

But don't take our word for

1

it or let our 25 -plus years in the business
cloud the issue. Try these or any of our
first -quality products at your station at no
risk with our no-fault, 30 -day return policy,

"David -II" FM PROCESSOR/STEREO-GEN
I- amous the world over for surprisingly competitive and
clean audio at a budget price. Digital synthesis design
gives great specs and terrific sound.

FM MOD -MONITOR WITH PRESCALER

Off -air modulation measurement with easy -to -read
display, 8 station presets, alarms and multipath indicator.
A companion tunable subcarrier monitor/demod is also
available.

PRECISION FM REBROADCAST RECEIVER

feature -packed receiver for translators and other
demanding off -air program pick-ups. Synthesized tuning,
MPX/demod outputs, alarms and more!

RDS/RBDS "MINI -ENCODER"
)uickly program it with any PC to transmit station call
letters, format and other identifiers, translator frequencies,
promos/slogans, phone number, etc.

"PBX" TELEPHONE LINE "ELIMINATOR"
Save telco line charges! Up to 7 remote controls, modems,
alarms and other dial -up gear can share a single phone
line for incoming and outgoing calls.

Visit us on-line: www.inovon.com
Circle (147) of Free Into Card or online at www.beradio.com

Inovonics, Inc. C°
1305 Far Avenue  Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552  FAX: (831) 458-0554



Efficiency, reliability
and an investment for the future.

By Russ Mundschenk

)lid -state transmitters have come a long
way since the Harris MW -1 first
appeared in the mid -'70s. Cost-effective,

transistorized RF power amplification is now
available for all classes of AM and low- to

medium -power FM stations. Modem
pulse duration and digital modulation
AM switching techniques make use
of efficient class D and E amplifica-
tion to provide in excess of 80 -
percent overall transmitter efficien-
cy. Solid-state FM transmitters, on
the ether hand, are limited to 65 -
percent power line to RF power
output efficiency.

The state-of-the-art in VHF power
amplifier device design has not
advanced as rapidly as that of
lower -frequency components.
The availability of inexpensive
low -frequency FETs was made
possible by the proliferation of
pulse width modulation pow-
er blocks of all types, from
switching power supplies to
DC motor controls. Unfortu-
nately for broadcasters, there
is no widespread market-
place need for solid-state
VHF RF power amplifica-
tion. Presently, this trans-
lates to a "bang for your
buck" breakpoint of about
10kW for transistorized
FM transmitters. Never-
theless, the positives of
high -power, solid-state
VHF amplification may
outweigh the negatives
in your facility.

Raclo March 2000

The start of PDM
In the late 1960s, Hilmer Swanson of Harris adapted

pulse width modulation techniques to AM carrier modu-
lation. By using highly efficient switching techniques,
pulse duration modulation made it possible to design air-
cooled, high -power amplifiers and modulators.

Early AM PDMs suffered from unpredictable field -
related problems. Because AM bandwidth is equal to
twice the highest modulating frequency, the antenna
system load impedance had to be relatively flat over the
20kHz spectrum. This is especially problematic for
facilities using directional arrays. The complex swept
impedances produced by matching and phasing systems
in conjunction with array element interaction often
results in a resistive/reactive plot that looks more like a
mountain than a plain. Impedance mismatches cause
standing wave reflections that ultimately end up at the
power amplifier and modulator. The high -impedance
nature of tube output circuitry is much more forgiving of
mismatches than some solid-state designs.

Lightning and even a highly charged atmosphere easily
wiped out early solid-state components, and manufac-
turers had to install better lightning suppression. Bipolar
devices were subject to thermal runaway damage, and
transmitter engineers found themselves replacing tran-
sistors more often than they would tubes.

The use of meted oxide semiconductor field effect
transistors (MOSFETS) reduced component failure due to
load mismatch. At last, transmitters were staying on the air,
but transistor output stages and modulators (especially)
performed poorly into a mismatched system. This trans-
lated into poor sideband performance and subsequent
audio distortion. The power of an RF amplifier block is
directly proportional to the FET drain voltage. To ampli-
tude modulate a carrier wave, that voltage must be
instantaneously varied in direct proportion to the inten-
sity of the modulating waveform. This is usually done by
using a 60kHz to 70kHz pulse train to interrupt the
primary DC voltage. The duty cycle of these pulses are
varied in direct proportion to the amplitude of the

www.beradio.corn



modulating waveform. The bottom
of the wave, or 100 -percent negative
modulation, corresponds to an 'off
condition. Fifty -percent modulation
causes the on/off switching times lo be
approximately equal. Maximum mod-
ulation corresponds to a full duty cycle.

In order to remove the PDM fre-
quency from the PA supply voltage,
the latter is audio low-pass filtered.
The design of this filter is critical to
transmitter performance. Any anten-
na system reflections appearing here
will result in audible distortion due to
incidental modulation of the supply.
To minimize the effect of these re-
flections. some manufacturers resort
to a multiphase modulation system
that uses either two or four individual
pulse trains. 180 degrees or 90 de-
grees out of phase.
These pulse trains then
run through individual
PDM filters, which can
be optimized for a gen-
tler roll -off slope with a
higher cutoff frequen-
cy. This method results
in fewer group delay
variations and a lower
source impedance to
drive the PAs. PDM trans-
mitters consist of two
elements, the moduli'
tor and the power am-
plifier. Because of the
number of devices ne(
essary, and for redun
dancy, there are often
multiple modulators
driving multiple PAs.
The loss of any one mod-
ule then results in a cor-
responding power cut-
back, but not total sys-

tem failure. Some of the larger trans-
mitters' automatic power controls are
even able to drive the good modules
harder and maintain full power.

In 1987, Harris introduced digital
modulation in its DX series of AM
transmitters. The DX series directly
synthesizes the RF waveform using a
number of binary weighted amplifies
power blocks. When the audio signal
enters the system, it is sampled and
converted to a 12 -bit digital word
immediately. A modulation encoder
then determines which sets of ti)od-
ules are to be turned on and off to
produce the exact power level. It
should be noted that the transmitter's
logic calculates the exact instanta-
neous amplitude for both the carrier
and the modulating waveform's ef-

fect on it. Because of the lack of a
lowpass filter and the inherent load -
independent output module design,
changes in load impedance have a
minimal effect on a digital transmitter.
Continental Electronics will introduce
its digital transmitter series at NAB2000
in Las Vegas.

Ready to buy
When buying a solid-state AM trans-

mitter, it is wise to consider its ac-
ceptability' for In -Band On -Channel
digital audio broadcasting (IBOC
DAB). There are two different sys-
tems currently in development from
USA Digital Radio and Lucent Digital
Radio. Both use multicarrier orthogo-
nal frequency -division multiplexing
(OFDM) that inserts multiple (more

One major advantage to most solid-state transm Item Is power modules can be removed and irestalled while the
tra 'smiler is operating.

www.beradlo.com March 2000 BE Radio 65



Solid -State
Transmitters
than 160) indi-
vidual carriers at
an amplitude
30dB below car-
rier. In general,
this method of
modulation re-
quires linear ampli-
fication or highly ac-
curate envelope
detection and res-
toration techniques
to eliminate inter -
modulation compo-
nents. Single-phase
PDM transmitters are,
in general, band-
width -limited and can
cause overshoots on
negative peaks. OFDM
carriers need at least
50kHz of bandwidth to

operate properly. Mul-
tiphase PDM systems extend
the frequency response by

This transmitter has access to the RF power modules from the front. The serial combiner
is accessible from the back.

make contact with the
Real() trivi IA *Ann

t Sport

RemoteMix Sltrt ,

Combining the gnat teak res of our

original Remcalill 3 with a th rd mic input,

a third headpho, al put, and a host of other

new goodies, cut lery Remo:eMix Sport

Hybid Mixer it yur zest choice for profes-

sional sports xrnitasting. its compact

desigi and comtinixt cn phone IMe/universal

handset connection provide inparalleled

freedom and erase xf Lse Simply plug it into

any analog, dig tai 03X, or ISCN line arc

begin the play -m -play.

JK Audio Toll Free (USA 8 Canada): 80D-552-8346  NAB Booth R3659
Tel: 815-186-2929  Fax: 815-786-8502  nww.jkaudio.com

an amount approximately equal to
the number of phases times 20kHz.
The goal is to start with an amplifier
that is as linear as possible and then
introduce a type of pre -distortion to
further attenuate undesirable signals.

Digital transmitters, on the other
hand, use no modulator or PDM
filter. As a result, two-tone IMD tests
of digital versus multiphase PDM
transmitters may yield 20dB or bet-
ter improvement in production of
spurious artifacts. This is not to say
that digital AM transmitters are the
definitive answer to your IBOC
worries. What is really important is
determining whether a transmitter
manufacturer has entered into a de-
velopment agreement with one of
the IBOC proponents. The hope is
that the manufacturer will work with
the DAB vendor to ensure the sys-
tem meets the standard.

Over to FM
I'M solid-state transmitters started

showing up at trade shows about 10
years ago. The biggest problem back
then was the need for efficient heat -
sinking of nonefficient FET devices.
One manufacturer even resorted to

Circle (148) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Your Data Network is

Now Your Audio Network
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Route Multiple lido Channels Easier and More Economicallg Than Ever.

Simplified transport

RAVE is a revolutionary audio transport system that

allows you to rouse multiple channels of audio over

standard Ethernet hardware and cabling. A single RAVE

network can now replace hundreds of analog cables,

dramatically redoing installation time, effort and

cabling costs while improving routing flexibility and

audio performance.

One network

RAVE now supports "switched" network topologies so

you can run and o on your existing data network-

completely eliminating the cost of installing a dedicated

audio infrastructure with separate hardware and

cabling.Your network can be divided into "virtual LANs"

or VLANs allowing audio channels to travel alongside

asynchronous PC data and control traffic-without

affecting the audio signal.

Ethernet switches also allow RAVEs to link to other

types of networks, such as Gigabit Ethernet or

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks, for

added network capacity to route hundreds of audio

channels on the network. Switched networks can also

support Spanning Tree and Tr un king that allow

redundant links for failsafe operation.

CiikaNEtim compatible

RAVE uses Peak Audio's later; version of V. CotraPiet ,

(raking it fully compatible Nith other CobraNt-t-based

devices from other manufaaurers.

[men track fecoid

From San Francisco City -Sall to the Sydney Ooera

House,RAVE has proven tote the ideal choice fcr solring

complex audio routing chalenges at venues worldwide.

n fact RAVE is ideal for broadcast facilities., arenas,

theme parks, theaters, anc other applications needing

multiple audio channels outed over long distances

free of noise and hum.

For a free application guide or for more information call (800) 854-4079 or visit our website at www.qscaudia.com.

RAVE Installations Worldwide

Super Bowl XXXI, XXXII

Six Flags Over Georgia

Edison Field, Anaheim

Bellagio Hotel, Las Vegas

San Francisco City Hall

Safeco Field, Seattle

Imperial Hospital, London

Legoland, Carlsbad

National Exhibition Center, Loncon

Bally's Hotel & Casino, Las Vegms

Southeast Christian Church,

Kentucky

QS C'
AUDIO

Bally's Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas

' 'N.., r

HEAR THE POWEF OF TECHNOLOGY.
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Solid -State
Transmittals

a circulating liquid coolant system for
a class A series transmitter. All solid-
state radio transmitters today are
cooled by air - large volumes of it.
Cabinets are designed by mechanical
engineers, with the goal of removing
as much heat as possible from a
number of little hot spots. Most power
blocks operate in the 500W range and
use devices such as Motorola's MRF-
151 MOSFET. The good (and bad)

thing about solid-state FM transmit-
ters is their inherent broadband de-
sign. Most systems are at least partial-
ly frequency agile and can be used as
a backup transmitter for multiple co -
located stations on different frequen-
cies (with lots of attendant RF plumb-
ing, of course). The bad side of broad-
band FM transmitters is that the PA can
generate intermodulation products. It
may be wise in a multiple -transmitter

Operate From
Across the Console or
Across the Country...

A
',r1

' 111
u

4
3 5

2 '6
JUT

CHANNEL

MONITOR

SELECT

6 CHANNEL STEREO MIXER

On Board CPU and RS -232 Port
8 Presettable Macros / 8 TTL Outputs
NAB Radio Show Price: 5995.00

 INTERNET FILE TRANSFER SOFTWARE
 One -to -One or One -to -Many

 Local ISP & Secure Server Connection
 Upload or Download to

and from Any Station

Get Details
Jim Withers 314-345-1030

www.radiomax.com

Test Drive
tip Both in Las Vegas!

BOOTH 2256
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The had side of
broadband FM
transmitters is

that the PA can
generate

intermodulation
products.

installation that does not feed a com-
mon antenna through a multiplexer
to incorporate a bandpass filter or trap
to prevent IMD. New RF combining
techniques have greatly improved
IMD suppression.

Most broadband solid-state FM
transmitters are inherently IBOC-
reaJy. As with AM, it is a good

iia to see if the manufacturer
has entered into an agree-
ment with an IBOC propo-

nent. Also, don't be afraid
to ask for field-test infor-

mation for confirmation.
More and more of that

data will be forthcom-
ing as IBOC enters
the marketplace.

If you're shop-
ping, it would be
good practice

to purchase a
solid-state



Radio
Daze
Clarify the dazzling array of engineering
choices with a Dielectric FM Antenna System.

Choose an engineering partner who guarantees the quality
and reliability of your new FM Antenna System. We offer a
5 -year warranty for our complete Dielectric -built FM systems,
covering everything from the transmitter output through the
antenna, including transmission line, switches, filter and
combiner. Select combiners with a clearer signal now and digital
capabilities later; advanced antennas with variable bay spacing
for better control of elevation and azimuth patterns; and
patented transmission line that offers greater power handling
and broader bandwidth than other manufacturers. With single
source responsibility from Dielectric, you not only get the finest
engineered broadcast equipment, but peace of mind as well.

See us at NAB Booth # R3789

Dielectric Communications  22 Tower Road  Raymond, Maine 04071
800.341.9678  207.655.4555  www.dielectric.com

Dielectric
COMMUNICATIONS

Engineering Excellence Since 1942
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DPA
Microphones

On Line!
Log on for the
latest details

on
Micing

Techniques
and

Comprehensive
Educational

Forums
DPA 4000 Series

Microphones

DPA Compact
Microphones

DPA Miniature
Microphones

Check out the new
DPA 3541 Vocalist

& Instrumental
Microphone Kit!

I
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/11\ \Ns -7

IIICN PP NES

DPA Microphones /
TGI North America Inc.

300 Gage Ave., Suite #1
Kitchener, ON Canada N2M 2C8

Tel: (519) 745-1158
Fax: (519) 745-2364

Toll Free Dealer Fax Order Line:
(800)525-7081
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Solid -State
Transmitters
FM transmitter in the 10\Xi to 10kW' range. 11-Je initial
cost versus long-term maintenance and primaN DCN-

er consumption easily warrants its purchase. 1)1011/
has been a breakpoint for some time, howeue-.; and
to make the 20kW necessary to power a class B or
C FM, two transmitters have to be combined. Yet
that does not have to be a bad thing.

Combined 10kW FM transmitters are
redundant, even though a total failure of nne

cabinet might temporarily reduce the tort
output power to 25 percent until you a.1
patch around the hybrid combiner. Unlike
tube transmitters, combined solid states cln
not suffer from the "tube is aging and my AM
noise is rising" blues. Combined solid-state
transmitters also can be placed in remotely

41111 1 1 1 11=11 1/FIRri,
41111 I 111.9wume MOP

MUM, MINIMO

Low -power FM designs have mini-
mal space requirements and are ideal
for backup use.

located antenna sites that are
only reachable in winter by
dog sled or helicopter.

Combined setups are the
ideal N+1 backup trans-
mitter (with both 10kWs
available in the event of a
two -transmitter failure).
Also, there is no warm-up
time necessary which results
in an instant transfer without

.



B )A l)t nom. I SUPPLY WORLDWIDE

Audio Equipment for Broadcasters

Best ?rAcE Guarantee' Sale Day Shipping' ixtended Hours
Know eGgea;)le Sa'es Staff Flexibl? Terms

Microphore

ebk
BSW stocks hundreds

of microphones from

the finest names in

pro audio. From the

largest studio

condenser to the

tiniest lavalier,

you'll find it ct BSW

at a great low price.

1ALL u

To Order Call BSW 1-800-426.8434
or Visit www.bswusa.com

BSW guarantees to beat any competitor's prir led

advertised price within 30 days of pu-chase date.

..onverger
Marl, eip,,

Come visit 6SW at N
booth #R3465 Audio

Check out the Mics

' Call cr see www bswusa.com for *Ia.'s.
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Solid -State
Transmitters That usually means several modulators are tied to

several PAs. One thing to be wary of is any transmit-
having to keep tubes "hot." One further ter with just one module (such as some lkW AMs).
advantage is that two of anything provides a  Hot pluggabili0). If one of the aforementioned modules
great 3D schematic, complete with voltages. goes soLth, it would be ideal to be able to replace it with the

When choosing a solid-state transmitter, transmitter still on (having to turn off a breaker first is not too
consider the items important to you: much work).

(,)ItInl To save the cost of an  RF combiner type. All those modules have to come

4111IfAi
XL

Solid-state technology has also been applied to the modulator stages. This
digital FM upconverter card eliminates the analog heterodyne process.

external R/C, some transmitters come with
built-in serial interfaces. That's fine, if all
you are going to control is the transmitter,
like in an unattended FM site with no RF
switch or AM with one stick.

 Modularity. Lots of modules (within
reason) are good; it means redundancy.
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Logitek
Digital with a Better Difference

1,111 pr Awn Are tree Er,ea date learee ,eralx.eu
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www.logitekaudio.com
Logitek Electronic Systems: Manufacturer of digital audio
consoles plus a full line of audio meters. Visit our website for
information on the NUMIX, ROC -5 and ROC -10 digital audio
consoles. You'll also find information on our DSP-based audio
meters, offering a range of displays while conforming to IEC
standard ballistics. Logitek - digital with a better difference!

together somewhere. It is wise
to determine the type of com-
biner and what happens to the
transmitter output (and match)
when one of them fails.

 Frequency agility. With the
co -ownership of so many FMs
and AMs at one site, it makes
sense to have the ability to use
just one aux transmitter on
many frequencies.

 Primary power require-
ments. There are probably
more options for single-phase
powering of solid-state trans-
mitters (with bigger capaci-
tors, of course). This can be
advantageous when consider-
ing a site at the summit of
Mount Stratosphere.

When _nstalling any solid-state transmitter, whether
AM or FM, you should keep in mind all the caveats of
operating anything that uses transistors instead of
tubes. In other words, treat it like a computer - short
of a placard with the initials HAL. Ground it to a
common ground without any daisy chains. Install
lightning protection. Plug strips labeled surge arrestor
will not work. The primary feeder to the building
should be shunted with some serious surge protection.

Keep it clean. Have your high-pressure air hose ready
at all times. The spacing between the heat dissipation
fins, especially in FMs, is very close. Don't expect the
external filters (which also require regular cleaning) to
do all the work.

Finally, keep some spare modules handy. Modules
don't act funny; they just stop working. The nice thing is
that your transmitter is still on the air!

Cost-effective AM transmitters of all power levels
and FMs up to 10kW are available to broadcasters.
Check with your prospective vendor to determine
I BOC capability.

Photos courtesy of Nautel, Harris, Broadcast Electronics and
Continental Electronics.

Russ Mundschenk is chief engineer at WBEB-FM, Philadelphia.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Confiabir
EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Time Warranty

Model Bays Power Gain Price
MP -1 1 600W -3.3 $250
MP -2 2 800W 0 $680
MP -3 3 800W 1.4 $980
MP -4 4 800W 3.3 $1,280
MP -2-4 4 2,000W 3.3 $1,820
MP -3-5 5 3,000W 4.1 $2,270

6 3,000W 5.2 $2,740

LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
GP -1 2,000W -3.1 $350
GP -2 2 4,000W 0 $1,350
GP -3 3 6,000W 1.5 $1,900
GP -4 4 6,000W 3.4 $2,600
GP -5 5 6,000W 4.3 $3,150

6 6,000W 5.5 $3,700

Jai
/MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
SGP-1 1 4,000W -3.3 $690
SGP-2 2 8,000W 0 $2,690
SGP-3 3 10,000W 1.4 $3,595
SGP-4 4 10,000W 3.3 $4,500
SGP-5 5 10,000W 4.1 $5,300
SGP-6 6 10,000W 5.2 $6,100

The antenna gain
please, make the

Circle (154) on Free lift Ord or
onlln at vnrar.beradio.com
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OMB also Manufact ti res:
FM transmitters
TV transmitters - -

FM and TV Links
TV antennas
Medium power FM antennas
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See us at NAB Booth #R2688

OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-OMB4USA



Report

Telos Zephyr Express
By Ted Tait

Simplicity and flexibility wage a constant battle in
the realm of technology. The more options you
have, the more complex using a piece of hard-

ware or software becomes. Just look at the pulldown
menus on your computer programs, and you'll know
what I mean. Ultimately, a wealth of choices can lead
to greater flexibility, but they can also be daunting for
the new user.

Performance at a glance
Combined mixer, HP amp,

TA and codec
 Lightweight
 G.722, Layer II, Layer III and

ISDN voice supported
 Flexible operation modes
 Safe mode for inexperienced

operators
 Well -written documentation in

plain English
 External power supply
 Internal or external NT -1

At a remote broad-
cast, the last thing
you need is a piece
of equipment with
so many options
your staff cannot fig-
ure it out. The Telos
Zephyr Express ad-
dresses this issue. It
is a powerful device
for the person who
knows how to use it,
yet those with less

experience will find it simple and user-friendly.
We all hate lugging crates of gear to and from remote

locations. The Zephyr Express provides almost every-
thing you need for a remote broadcast in one box. It
combines an ISDN terminal adapter, a codec, a mixer
and a headphone amp in one lightweight unit that
includes a carrying handle and an external power
supply. The ISDN portion of the unit is just like the
Telos Zephyr, which may already be familiar to you.
The Zephyr Express offers an integral NT -1 if needed
or it can be hooked to a circuit that already has the
NT -1 provided. The codec handles Layer II, Layer III
and the ubiquitous G.722 formats. It is also possible to
place regular voice calls over the ISDN circuit using
the mic and headphones.

Audio flow
The mixer handles two mic inputs, two line -level inputs

and two line -level outputs, with flexible monitoring. At
this point, the unit can seem confusing, but it can be set

up as simply as you like. The Express can use one or both
of the two ISDN bearer channels for increased audio
performance on mono or stereo feeds. It can also
separate the channels to send two different mono feeds

to different destinations. This
feature has come in handy

when feeding various
news outlets on a

breaking story.
Each of the two

mic inputs can
feed either or
both of the codec

channels. The two
line inputs can feed

each codec channel in-
dividually, or they can be combined and fed to both.
There is only one volume control for both line feeds,
which is a drawback. (Apparently, the designers figured
the unit was most likely to be used for a single stereo
input rather than two independent mono inputs.) The
line input connectors are interesting in that they accept
either an XLR or %" plug on the same connector.

Monitoring is flexible as well. There are two separate
monitor circuits, each of which can listen to either (or
both) send channels as well as either (or both) returns. In
addition to a headphone jack, monitor one feeds XLR
connectors on the back for a PA system feed if needed
(such as for a live audience). The other monitor circuit
appears only as two isolated V4" headphone jacks. Since
you can select which monitor gets which audio, it is easy
to set up your monitoring the way you want.

The Zephyr Express comes with an external power
supply that plugs into the back of the unit. The unit was
designed this way because of concerns related to heat if
an internal power supply were used. Even so, the unit
has a cooling fan and vents on the side. The unit produces
a fair amount of heat, even without the power supply
inside, so the cooling fan performs an important function.

When my Express was delivered, I had only one
problem with it: The cooling fan was rather noisy. The
Telos folks responded quickly to my call; they promptly
sent a replacement fan. They offered to replace the part
themselves, but I decided to do it. When I opened the
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unit, I was able to replace the fan
quickly and painlessly. Once I
changed the part, noise was no long-
er a problem. As an aside, Telos is
good about allowing you to open
their gear when necessary without
voiding the warrantee.

All of the settings for ISDN and
codec configuration, mic and line
sensitivity, mixer panning, and auto -
dial numbers are configurable using
the controls on the front. The large
knob is the main interface with which
you dial up or down to a selection.
You then press briefly to enter the
selection. Holding the knob down
makes it function as an Escape key,
exiting you out of a menu. Just
about anything you can think of is
configurable, which makes the unit
confusing at first. It takes an engi-
neer a little time to get the hang of
the menu layout.

Playing it safe
The Safe mode makes the unit

simple to operate. If the unit will
be used by less experienced per-
sonnel, all the proper settings can
be made in advance, then the unit
can be placed in Safe mode. In this
mode, you can lock a user out of
any of the menus. At its most re-
strictive, you can prevent a user
from changing anything other than
the levels on the pots. Yet you can
allow or block each feature as you
see fit, so you can customize the
Safe mode to the technical ability
of the user. You can prevent staff
from changing vital settings like
the SPIDS and switch type or you
can restrict access to everything
but your preprogrammed auto -dial
numbers. As with each of the set-
ups, you can create a Safe mode
configuration, give it a name and
recall it for use as needed.

I have sent our Zephyr Express
out with journalists on various trips
with minimal instructions. As long as
the programming is right before it
goes out the door, it is easy to use.
Journalists who have use it have
been pleased with its simplicity.
What makes the unit even more
flexible is the fact that Safe mode
does not lock the unit. If you need

to talk a user through a setting
change in the field, all they have to
do is move a DIP switch on the back
to revert to full access of all menus.
Safe mode does not lock the unit
from intentional tampering. Rather.
it simply stops the inexperienced
user from changing settings acci-
dentally. In our case, that is exactly
what we needed.

Ted Tait is an engineer with the BBC News
and is based in Washington. D.C.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclu-
sive BE Radio feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -qual-
ified staft at a radio station, production
facility of consulting company.
These reperts are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support
is limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.
It is the responsibility of BE Radic to publish
the results of any device tested, positive or
negative. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by BE Radio.

FOR MIME INFORMATION

Circle (204) on Free Info Card

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

www neumannusa com/103

NeumannIUSA rri,\i I();
Telephone. 860.4]4.5223  FAX: 860.434.3148
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H.
ow many radio stations
can claim that they once
were the site of a disco-
theque? Or that their

building, now a registered historic
landmark, was the powerhouse of
the city's railroads?

St. Louis stations KIX (106.5) and
Extreme Radio (104.1) boast all this in
addition to their consistently high rat-
ings. The stations are housed in the
Powerhouse bulling, a name that hear-
kens hack to its early days, when the
building served an integral role in the
city's railroad industry. Today, the area,
known as the Union Station complex,
has been revamped as a focal point for
the St Louis tourist industry.

The original Powerhouse building
was demolished, but the building's
original smokestack was left stand-
ing. In 1988, a replica of the building
was erected, and the first floor opened
as the Powerhouse Disco. Later, the
space became the KSHE Real Rock
Cafe. KSHE, a legendary St. Louis
rock-and-roll station, is housed in an
annex building nett to the Power-
house. When this restaurant closed.
the building was unoccupied for
about a year. Thai's when Emmis,
which owns KSHE. acquired KIX and
Extreme Radio.
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Because Eminis wanted
its St. Louis stations to be
co -located, the choices
were clear: either move
KSHE to the Westport
area, where the newly
purchased stations
were located, or
move the other sta-
tions to KSHE. The
staff for KIX and
Extreme were
asked for their
input, and they

By Dana Martin,
associate editor

overwhelmingly decided to move
to the downtown Union Station

complex. Besides being practical,
the move had a symbolic meaning.
The stations represent St. Louis. Thus,
it made sense for them to move into
the heart of the city.

/isitors E 'tier the stati 311throtgh a corridorthat looks into
bo:a cord-ol rooms.

www.beradio.con



The logistics of
the move took form
early in the process.
Another station in
town, KTRS, a news/
talk format on AM 550.
had just been purchased
by an investor group and
was looking for new facili-
ties. KIX and Extreme struck
a deal with KTRS: The latter
would not only move into the
Westport location but also pur-
chase almost all of KIX and Ex-
treme's equipment. Therefore, in-
stead of simply vacating the facili-
ties, KIX and Extreme were afforded
the rare opportunity of leaving be-
hind almost all of the hardware in the
facility as well. All KIX and Extreme
packed up was its Scott Studio audio
platform and equipment that applied
only to FM. Besides simplifying the
process of leaving the Westport loca-
tion, the deal with KTRS gave KIX and
Extreme enough capital to finance
their new building.

During the move. the two compa-
nies coexisted for about six months at
the Westport location. KTRS was un-
der a tight deadline ti vacate its
former facility, so it took over the
studio for 104.1, which at the time

was an Alice format and thus did not
require a huge studio. Alice in turn
began operating out of a production
room. Because space was tight during
this interim period. KTRS rented an
area in another part of the building for
its sales and administrative offices.

A rigid timeline
The time frame for completion

of the move was accelerated.
Like KTRS, Kix and Extreme

were under lease constraints, and
they had to move out of the West-
port location quickly. Renovation on
the Smokestack began in September
of 1998; the move was completed
by February 15, 1999. This was the
stations' drop -dead date, and they
came through without a hitch. To
keep up with this aggressive sched-
ule, the stations used a local builder,
ICS. They also assembled a team of
engineers, who were primarily local,

The ARES-C is so complete,
all you add are microphones.

How many different pieces of gear did you have :o
take on your last remote assignment? Next time, take
just one, this one. With two (powered) nic and line
inputs, shock proof digital recorder, on -board ron-

destructive virtual editor, & POTS telephone or ISDN
CODEC, you have everything you need to wrao-up

high quality audic for on-ai- broadcast in a FLASH.
You can even skip baggage claim!

NAGIMARES
Nagra USA Inc.
240 Great Circle Rd. #326
Nashville, TN 37228

www.nagra.com

schedule a free -rial
and see for you -self

tel. 615 726-5191
fax 615 726-5189
ma il@nagra.corn
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St. Lois Penthouse

The control room for KIX. The stations' control rooms are set up to mirror one another. Each provides
enough room for several quests at one time.

to buttress the stations' full-time en-
gineering staff.

The Lawrence Group was hired as
the project architect. The design team
decided to play up many of the
building's unusual architectural de-
tails. To this end, the sales area lies on
the building's disco dance floor. Like-
wise, the disco's DJ booth is now a
balcony conference room. Another
conference room is located directly
under the smokestack; its circular

shape mirrors that of the stack itself.
To give the space the feel of a radio
station, the architects employed de-
sign elements that play on the indus-
try, including a sine wave -shaped hall
and a bright orange mast -type cable
housing that runs from the ceiling to a
ledge in the kitchen area.

The two stations' main studios are
located across from the reception
desk. When they enter the station,
visitors can view both of these stu-

dios as well as the equipment in the
rack room, which is on display behind
glass panels. This layout is similar to
that used at the Westport building.

On the air
Each station has its own air studio,

and the two rooms are mirror images
of one another. Equipment in the
rooms is identical. The furniture in
both rooms was custom-built by
Classic Woodworking, a St. Louis -
based company. Each
air studio uses a
Wheatstone A-6000
console and the Scott
Studios digital audio
system for music and
commercials. Ceiling -
mounted Acoustic
Research monitors
with a subwoofer
were chosen for the
rooms to warm up the
sound. Four shock -
mounted Rode
broadcaster con-
denser mics are
used. Denon CD
players are used
for request cuts
and special
shows, like
the Top Five
at Five, and
Extreme
Rock's ret-

World Class FIVI Antennas
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

That is why our FM antennas are designed to provide
maximum signal coverage and the ultimate in signal
penetration. Built to withstand even the bleakest
weather conditions, our bays are constructed of 100%
heavy-duty brass for long life and superior performance.

When you think antennas, Think Armstrong.
We're not just a transmitter company.

ARMSTRONG
A NS MST T FP Er3Pr:;PA,:;

Total RF Systems Solutions
Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972

e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com

FMA- 737

Available in numerous configura-
tions and power levels, including
directional patterns, at amazingly
competitive prices.
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The Extreme control room. The station changed from an Alice
format after moving into the new facility.

ro rock segment on the show Hairspray Café.
For the telephones, Telos hybrid and switching equip-

ment is used; this equipment comes into play during the
Steve and DC Show, the phone -intensive morning show
on KIX. Instant Replays are also critical to this show.
There are two in each room. A 360 Systems Short Cut is
used for phone replays. A Telos call screener system
allows for call -ins. There is a separate PC on the office
network that is linked to Emmis' WAN for Internet access
as well as Internet communication with listeners. This PC
also runs Promo Suite software, which tracks listeners,
prizewinners, promos and announcements.

Connection to the KSHE studios is achieved through an
underground conduit to the Annex building. This link
between the two buildings is used for the phone system,
computer network and audio signal routing.

In production
In addition to the production rooms, the imaging

director for each station has an imaging suite for produc-
tion all of the stations' creative and marketing promos
and liners. The rooms serve as two rooms in one: half

ideo
d the

radio star"

Witness the
Resurrection...

musicmusicmusic inc.

Breathing life
back into radio...

Geri Rockstein
Director, Broadcast Division
geri@musicmusicmusic.com

ph ane (416) 537-2165
www_musicmusicmusic.com

Visit us at tle NAB Show (Booth #R374)
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w.

Rack 1. ESE master clock, Orban 8100A processor for backup use, link
control terminal fo- uplink control and monitoring, SierraCom 2600VSAT
controller for Ku -Band uplink, two Comstream CM -701 modulators for Ku-
bana Jpiink :main and backup), Comstream DAC-700 digital audio codec for
Ku -Band uplink, Best Fortress 1.4 KVa UPS.

Rack 2 (for Extreme). Carver TX -2 FM tuner, TFT 844 FM stereo
modulation monito-, Dolby 740 spectral processor, Orban 222A spatial
enhancer RE -533 RBDS coder, Orban 8200 Digital Optimod, two Moseley
PCL-606 :omposite STLs (main and backup), Moseley TPT-2 STL transfer
panel, dbx 166 audio compressor/limiter for uplink audio limiting, Comstream
D.AC-700 digital audio codec for Ku -band uplink (backup), SierraCom 2322
VSAT controller for <u -band uplink (backup), Best Fortress 1.4 Kva UPS.

Rack 3 dor KIX). Carver TX -11 FM tuner, the TFT 763 modulation
monitor, Aphex compeller AGC, the Dolby 740 spectral processor, Orban 222A
spatial enhancer, RE -533 RBDS coder, Orban 8200 Digital Optimod, two
Moseley PZL 6010 composite STLs (main and backup), Comstream ABR-200
digital satellite receiver for uplink monitcring.

Rack 4. Symetrix 528E voice processor for satellite talk -show level control
two S/A Encore DSR-3610 satellite receivers, RAM SR -10M audio monitor, a
SAS 1600C routing switcher, Telos Zephyr and a Comrex Vector, two dbx 160X

mpressollimiters for IFB and audio control, Moseley RPL-4020 RPU
-eceiver. Gentner EF-3000 three -line extender, StarGuide II digital receiver,
Best Fortress 1.4 KVA UPS.

Rack 5. CRT terminal for the network server and administration of the
do ce-mail system, a Lucent terminal for phone system switch administration,
an ATI Quad distribution amp for EAS audio distribution, and TFT/Gorman
edlichrfahama receivers for EAS audio reception.

Rack 6. C sco routelParadyne CSU-DSU for T1 WAN routing, an H/P
ShurStor tape backup for the LAN server, two Precision Electronics Axiom 12;
power amps for office PA'paging, a Pentium PC for phone switch call account-
-g, a Pentium Pro/RA'D array LAN server 'Novell 4.11), and a Pentium Novell

server for the Scott Studios digital audio platform.

One of the two full
production rooms.
The studios have
identical layouts and
equipment.

El

Pre -built Transmitter Sites

Solid -State Transmitters

Single -Tube Transmitters

Low Power Transmitters

RF Amplifiers

FM Exciters

Digital T1 STL Systems

Digital Spread Spectrum

Digital Stereo Generators

Modulation Monitors
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The imaging suites serve as an office and a production studio for each station's imaging director.
Though small in size, the rooms house a wealth of production tools.

office and half studio. Each suite has
a Mackie console (one room has a
1604, the other an SR24.4), Yama-
ha NS -10M near -field monitors, a
SAW editor running on a Windows
NT workstation and Rode NT -2 mics.
The rooms used to have a rack of

external processing equipment, but
now most of this equipment is in
the form of PC plug -ins. The studios
recently incorporated Sonic Forge
software, a plug-in package from
Sonic Foundry. The idea for these
space -saving, dual-purpose rooms

came from a makeshift room
that was incorporated in the
Westport facility in the sales
area. Everyone liked the con-
cept so well it was replicat-
ed in the new facility's de-
sign.

Equipment for the two full
production rooms includes the
following: Harrison Pro 950
consoles, SAW digital produc-
tion workstations, Scott Stu-
dios terminals, Acoustic Re-
search monitors and subwoof-
ers, Yamaha power amps, Tas-
cam DAT machines, and Plex-
tor CD burners.

Each of the rooms has a
control head for an SAS rout-
ing switcher. All of the studios

are backed up by UPS. The stations'
surge suppression equipment is by
Innovative Technologies; Tripp Lite
isobars are also used for this purpose.

Other rooms include a post-pro-
duction/producer booth for the Steve

and DC Show. This room can serve as

.
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Modulation Monitors
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Digital STL / TSL Systems
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Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: geisales@gei-broadcast.com

QEI

Solid -State and Single Tube
High Power Transmitters

Toll -free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax (856) 629-1751

Emergency Service (856) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com

Low Power Transmitters
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ULTRA -CLEAN PROCESSING

11LTANIS6) FM
1,

0

The Ultramod FM is a self contained split -band stereo

FM processor, with an input AGC, a split -band

compressor -expander and an

ultra transparent digital stereo generator.

Also includes a built-in composite compressor.

Designed to help you compete in your

market at a price you will like.

Contact us for details or call your dealer.

www.broadcasttuun L:u

Broadcast Technology Company
P.O. Box 751  Lamar, CO 81052 19) 336-3902  Fax: (719) 336-947
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The news preparation booth pro-
vides a quiet workplace and al-
lows for better isolation during the
morning news.

a screener room, a multifunc-
tion room and a backup air
studio. There's also a small
news preparation booth
with a Mackie 1402 mixer.
To allow for growth, a fu-
ture studio was also built.
This studio is currently used
for off -air monitoring and
as a green room for guests.

With the kind of growth
these Emmis stations have
experienced lately, don't
expect that extra studio to
function as a green room
for long. And when the
time comes to install a

third studio, you can bet
this seasoned technical
staff will be poised to
carry out a quick and
seamless job.

Thanks to Sam Caputa,
director of engineering.
and the Lawrence Group
for their help in preparing
this article. Facility pho-
tos courtesy of the
Lawrence Group.
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Please type or print clearly with a black pen.

EName
Title

Company Name

Mailing Address

City State/Prov.

LZIP/Postal Code Country

Please allow four to six weeks for processing.

Do you wish to receive continue to receive BE Radio FREE?

Signature required Title

Phone FAX

E -Mail

131)003

n
To apply for a FREE subscription to BE Radio,

complete this entire card, fold, tape and mail to:
P.O. Box 12902, Overland Park, KS 66282-2902.

Or for faster service, FAX to: 913-967-1903.

For subscribers outside the United States & Canada only
Please select one.
O Outside USA & Canada: 1 Year $60.00

Air Mail: 1 Year $100.00

O Check enclosed 0 Bill me
1 V'sa 1 MasterCard I Am. Express 1 Discover
Acct*
Expiation Date
Caro Signature

2Please check the ONE type of facility or operation that
best describes your primary business classification:
A 0 Radio Station & Network (including education, government

and religious)
C  Recording Studio (including education, government,

religious, production and research)
D 0 Consultant
E 0 Contract Engineer (including maintenance, technical support)
G 0 Dealer or Distributor
F  Other (please specify)

3Which of the following best describes your title?
(Check only ONE box.)
A. Company Management:

01 L Chairman of the Board
02 E President
03 E Owner
04 E Partner
05 E Director
06  Vice President
07  General Manager
08 E Other Corporate/Financial Official (including corporate sales)

B. Technical Management & Engineering:
19  Vice President Engineering
09 E Technical Director/Manager
10 E Chief Engineer
11 7 Other Engineering or Technical Title

C. Operations & Station Management/
Production & Programming:
12 Vice President Operations
13  Operations Manager/Director
14 E Station Manager
15  Production Manager
16 E Program Manager
17 E News Director
18 Other Operations Title

_D. Other (please specify)

4Which statement best describes your role in the
purchase of equipment, components and accessories?
(Check only ONE box.)
A E Make final decision to buy specific makes, models,

services or programs
B 0 Specify or make recommendations on makes, models,

services or programs
C E Have no part in specifying or buying

E YES
Date

- No

5Which of the following types of equipment will you
be evaluating for purchase in the next 12 months?
(Check ALL that apply.)
01 E1 Audio distribution services
02 0 Audio mixers
03 0 Audio monitoring
04 Audio processing
05 Audio recorders/players
06 Automation equipment
07 0 Consulting, contracting & design services
08 0 Data compression codecs
09 12 Digital audio workstations
10 G Information services
11 Microphones and accessories
12 C Racks, studio funiture and cases
13 C RDS/RBDS & subcarrier equipment
14 C Routing/switching
15 E Satellite equipment
16 0 STL, RPU. & remote site control
17 0 Tape/optical storage
18 Telephone interfacing/POTS and ISDN
19 0 Test & measurement equipment
20 Transmitters/antenna systems/towers
21 Wire and cable
22 0 Internet/streaming audio equipment & software
25 E None of the above

6 What is the budget for equipment and services you
are evaluating for purchase in the next I 2 months?
(Check only ONE box.)
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

0
P
P

Less than $10,000
$10,000 - $24,999
$25,000 - $49,999
$50,000 - $99,999
$100,000 - $299,999
$300,000 - $499,999
$500,000 and up

7If you checked A on question ;2, what is the MSA
m rank of your market? (Check only ONE box.)

A 0 Top 20
B 0 21 to 50
C 1=1 51 to 100
D E Over 100

Incomplete forms cannot be processed oracknowledged. The publisher reserves
the right to serve only those individuals who meet the publication qualifications.

BD003 An INTERTECIVPRIMEDIA Publication
www.beradio.com 
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www.antex.com
Antex Electronics: If you're looking for the most versatile, best -
sounding sound cards for broadcast applications, it's time to look at
Antex. Browse through Antex's complete line of analog and digital -
ready products, read independent product reviews, get in-depth
technical information, check out high -end applications of Antex
products in the Sound Advice newsletter and buy products securely
online. Already a customer? Download drivers, software, owners
manuals and more.
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www.bswusa.com
Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW): If pro audio equipment is
what you are looking for, BSW is the company for you! Browse
our online catalog and create a custom bid list with the BSW Quote
Builder. BSW will respond promptly to your request with the best
prices in the industry. BSW also offers same day shipping, trained
sales professionals and flexible credit terms.
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OMT Technologies. Media I such by UM I I echnulugies provides
radio stations with state of the art digital audio systems for live
assist or full automation use. With over 14 years of broadcast
experience, MediaTouch has innovative software solutions
starting as low as $995. Surf to MediaTouch, see our exciting new
products and find out how our clients sound better and save money
with our unsurpassed quality, reliability and support.
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www.systemstore.com
SystemsStore.com: Doing your own studio systems project?
This site has everything you need, including advice! Assembled
by the experienced staff at RDA Systems, the site has over 1200
items including racks, cable, connectors, cable ties, D -rings and
punchhlocks, all from well-known names like Belden, Gepco,
StudioHub, Panduit, and Neutrik, and much, much more. New items
are added daily and everything is available for ordering on-line!
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www.musicmusicmusic.com
musicmusicmusic: We bring our dataki, 0 , you, with the
absolute best in Internet music delivery. By employing cutting edge
technology, we provide turnkey solutions for all of your music
database needs, as well as Web design, completely customized
music for your website and a wide range of promotional tools. Be a
part of the future of Internet music now. Check out our website at
www.musicmusicmusic.com.

 t u.tnrrar r I v,d1. alWp

Redloioft Releases,
0Mb/ft Y 3,2 Septet ber 7, 1999

cen1Stiribi V 1,3_11 Septirn her 9, 1999
FCC P ,chases oinStud. July 2, 19991

Upco wing Shover
. APCO Regional, Corpus :hresti, February 16 - 17, 2000
 CTIA Now Orleans, Felnuary 28 - March 1, 2000, Booth

0&.1.1, 1952
Fcamtc.  IWCE Las Vegas, March 22 - 24, :000, Booth 365

. NAE Las Vega., April 2C00

. UTC Phoents, June 25 - 27, 2000, Booth 415
APCO Boston, August 13 - 17, Booth 2338

www.radiosoft.com
RadioSoft: The industry leader in the development of radio
engineering software. Fifteen years of software development have
been brought together in ComStudy 2.2, today's leading software
package. This leading edge technology is being used by federal
agencies, state agencies, coordinating bodies broadcasting
stations as well as many two-way radio and cellular planners. Visit
our website and see the very latest radio engineering software.
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Report

Logitek ROC digital console
By S. Parks Hall, CPBE

cations large and small have been slow to install or
replace analog consoles with new digital devices.
Yet a growing number of station decision makers

are taking a serious look at the rapidly expanding
number of digital consoles and are choosing to go digital.
If you tune into the buzz at professional gatherings and
on Web chat groups. you know few are expressing
sorrow about hav-
ing made the
move to digital.

When it came
time to choose
either analog or
digital console.,
for Brewer
Broadcasting's
new facilities
in Chattanoo-
ga, TN, I de -

Performance at a glance
 Compact audio engine
 Centrally located electronics
 Five- or 10 -channel controllers
 Router and console combined
 Fully programmable

cided to go with digital
boards. I selected the
Logitek ROC series, spe-
cifically two fully loaded
Audio Engines and four

ROC -10, ten -fader control surfaces.
There seem to be two divergent visions of just

what the digital console should be. The majority
of product offerings at this time follow the
traditional radio model, that is, a piece of equip-
ment that looks, feels and installs like the familiar
analog console - except its inner workings are
digital. The other approach has its origins in
television and is an extension of the central
router concept.

A router platform
Logitek's radio consoles employ the router

concept. At the heart of this approach is the
Logitek audio engine. The audio engine is not
only the nucleus of the company's two digital
console offerings; it is the console. The engine
occupies seven rack spaces. Considering the
power of this box, its small size is a wonder. What these
consoles offer is computerlike routing and a digital signal
processing system. Data communication takes place
over a single bus running at a speed of 33MHz and uses

time division multOath technology. Everything except
the backplane is modular. The brain of the box is the
AEC -2 card, a 16 -bit microprocessor -controller. Up to two
DSP cards can be installed, depending on how many I/O
cards and control surfaces will be used. Each engine will
support up to eight analog and/or digital I/0 cards. The
housing accepts two power -supply modules to offer

redundancy. Each analog
I/O module accepts eight
inputs and eight outputs.
The digital modules sup-
port four stereo AES U0s,
1101/ balanced or 7511 un-
balanced. New digital
modules soon to be avail-
able will provide eight
stereo I/Os.

The engine contains a
communications con-
troller general purpose
interface (GPI) that

provides 15 dry -contact output closures and 15 TTL
input channels. All can be programmed within the setup
software to interface with automation systems, provide
tallies or provide other outside -world interfacing. Each
analog IiO has its own A/D converter. The digital inputs

The ROC control surface is available in 5- and 10 -channel versions.

will match any sample rate from 25kHz to 50kHz. The
sample rate of output may be locked to an external
source as well as 32kHz, 44.1kHz or 48kHz internally.

All connections are made to the audio engine via DB
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connectors. However, Logitek offers several wiring inter-
face options that should be considered to avoid time-
consuming and error -prone direct connection to the
engine. The XLR interface is highly recommended; it
provides 16 rear -facing
XLR connectors in a single
rack space, with any length
of cable specified. At the
Brewer installation, there
are two engines and 16
interface panels mounted
in one 44 -rack space cab-
inet. From the front, noth-
ing is visible except nicely
finished ivory panels.
The consoles them-

selves are remarkable.
Each engine will support
three control surfaces, two
10 -fader units and one
five -fader unit. The base
ROC series is attractive,
especially with optional maple trim. Other than an AC
cord, the only attachment is a single CAT -5 cable con-
necting it to a serial port on the audio engine. This feature
certainly makes for clean operational room installations.
Any input can be any source you want it to be with the
punch of a button and turn of a knob. Air talent can

arrange the board according to their preferences within
the parameters allowed in the setup. This flexibility is
achieved with the setup software. The channel source at
any given time is displayed above the fader in an LCD

window along with other
information. Four seg-
mented digital meters read
VU and peak audio levels.

A software package called
V Mix can run on a PC and
is a virtual console alterna-
tive to the control surface.
This tool is being used in
several production situa-
tions as well as in smaller
studios and newsrooms.

MN
1 1 1

The audio engine is the real workhorse of the system.

Test drive
The company provides

demo versions of the set-
up software for potential
customers. The software

runs on \X inflows 95 or 98. if there is a key to a satisfactory
experience with this equipment, it is gaining a thorough
understanding of how this software works. It isn't difficult
to use, but it is a totally new way to approach an audio
console installation. A tradtional console comes to you
preprogrammed. You may make only a few simple

S LLI2E7107, au) acicalt PTO ClUCt
Quality Products at Reasonable Prices

FM Transmitters
High Performance Solid State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory personal available
1,000 watt 55,990.00
2,500 watt Sll .990.00
5,00 watt $18,990.00
10,000 watt S24,990.00
15,000 watt S34,990.00
20,000 watt $37,990.00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter

120 watt $2.800.00 2.000 watt $12,900.00
300 watt $3.500.00 3,000 watt $19,990.00
1.000 watt $7.990 00 5.000 watt $29.990 00

FM Antennas
All Power Levels 500 watts

to 20,000 watts per bay
As low as $395.00 per bay

* RF Coaxial Patch Panels
*FM Combiners

FM AMPLIFIERS
100 watt $995.00
300 watt $1,790.00
500 watt $2,990.00

FM STL
Both Transmitter

and Receiver
$3,500.00

FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR

$2,500.00

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, Texas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577  800/279-3326 Fax 972/473-2578  800/644-5958

Circle (162) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Vietkz THE ALL IN ONE PORTABLE HARD DISK RECORDER

Vrt\

Does your portable recorder....
- Record to hard disk?

- Record mpeg compressed audio?
- Record linear files?

- Perform non-destructive editing?
- Have a built-in ISDN codec?

- Communicate through a standard modem?
- Transfer files to a hard disk editor?

Then you must already own a COURIER from Soryfex!

../ww.independentaudio. COM - info@independentaudio

43 Deerfield Road, Portland, Maine 0.4101-1805
PH 207.773.2424 FX 207.773.2422

Circle (163) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Renaissance
In Buociaccist

Ultra Tracker 11 Double Dipole Ultra Tracker
 Power Flings From
3 to 60 kw With Inputs
Frcm 1-5;1" To 6-1/8"

EIA range.

 Custom Directional
Patterns Available To

Meet The Most
Demanding Protection

Requirements.

 Single -Lobe Elevation
Means Audibly Les'

Multipath.

et111
Booth 111128h

ANTENNA CONCEPTS INC.
6601C Alert handise Way Diamond Springs, CA 95619

Phi me:(530) 621-2015  Fax: 15301 622-3274
E -Mail: sales@anh.nrwoncepts.comWebsite: www.antennaconcepts.com

Field Report
decisions, usually using jumpers or
DIP switches. The Logitek comes to
you completely unprogrammed un-
less you have asked for a starting
setup to be downloaded.

I found it was better to program the
Brewer consoles myself. Sitting down
at the computer weeks ahead of the
actual installation offered a terrific
opportunity to design the entire stu-
dio installation and configure the con-
sole system ahead of time. Building
the console system is an exciting
experience: You realize how much
control you have over the finished
configuration. Once the installation is
complete, you can fine-tune the set-
up to your heart's content and have
as many different setups as you wish.
Downloading into the engine is done
from any computer with a spare
serial port. A new download can be
done on the fly in seconds with only
a momentary audio dropout if the
system is one the air.

The software provides several
screens from which to work. The
primary screens are hardware setup,
input and output settings and surface
settings. The hardware window lets
you tell the engine how many audio,
DSP and power -supply modules you
have installed as well as how many
and what type of control surfaces you
are using. The I/O windows and sub -
windows give you a vast number of
options, which include choosing con-
nection pin numbers, level settings,
mode, digital sample rate and mute
bus assignments. This is also where
you make labels that will appear
above the console fader and describe
the nature of the source or output.
Additional links from these windows
provide GPI setup and configuration
of submixers and routers built into the
software. The control surface window
allows you to tell the control surfaces
what inputs can appear on each fader
of each control surface and each of
the three monitor inputs.

At the Chattanooga stations, 1105/
digital cable was used for all inputs
and outputs to the audio engine,
regardless of whether or not it was
digital. This makes changing from
an analog source or destination to
digital simply a matter of changing

Circle (164) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Also available is the Nu -Mix control surface. which uses the sari- e audio ermine as the
ROC series.

the I/O module. Good engineering
practice will yield a functional and
visually appealing installation in spite
of the many cables going to and
from the engine interfaces.
Taking the central router concept

further, the computer workstations
and servers for the facility digital au-
dio delivery system, STL, processing,
satellite and other major equipment
are all located in the same equipment
room with the Logitek system. This
allows short, direct digital paths be-
tween the computer audio cards and
the Logitek digital inputs. This design
also allows for the pampering of all
vital equipment in its own controlled
and secure environment.

The digital consoles at Brewer Broad-
casting have been online since July of
1999. Everyone from management
to air staff feels positive about the
sound quality, versatility and reliabil-
ity of the equipment. During and

after the installation process, the lev-
el of field support has been superb.
Logitek has done it their way, and
their way works for Brewer.

Parks Hall operates Broadcast Engineer-
ing Services in Chattanooga, TN.

For AM, 19V1. SCA
and TV modulation monitors.

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS...COUNT ON ..
Call (610) 687-5550 or write for more
information on Belar AM. FM, Stereo,
SCA and TV monitors.
FAX: 610-687-2686
http://www.belarcom

See the complete Brewer Broad-
casting facilities in the Studio Spot-
light at www.beradio.com. Go to
the Studio Spotlight index and se-
lect WMPZ/WJTT, Chattanooga.

Editor's note: Field Reports are
an exclusive BE Radio feature for
radio broadcasters. Each report
is prepared by well -qualified staff
at a radio station, production facil-
ity of consulting company.
These reports are performed by
the industry, for the industry. Man-
ufacturer support is limited to pro-
viding loan equipment and to aid-
ing the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of BE Radio to
publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disap-
proval by BE Padio.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Circle (205) on Free Info Card

A3 .f I. AN ONATOR V. INC

LANCASTER AVE AT DORSET DEVON PA 19333

BELAR
Circle (165) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradlo.com

Make switching from analogANTEX
to digital as easy as this.

digital
AUDIO

Analog or digital, Antex has you covved.
When you add the best 20 -bit digital sound
quality, highly stable Windows 95/98/NT
software, and up to 4 inputs and 8 outputs,
we think you'll agree that the Broadcaster
Series is the one for you. To find out
more, visit www.antex.com today or call
1-800-338-4231.

Circle (166) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of
Liquid/Air

Terminations
are quickly becoming

the choice of
"Chief Engineers"

for testing, adjusting
and alignment of

R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RE TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com

r 7 C
L .1
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SOLID STATE, FM BROADCAST

POWER AMPLIFIERS

lOall _01

FM AMPLIFIERS FROM 150W TO 3KW.

MODULES FROM lOW TO 700W

RSilicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

Call 408-986-9700 Fax 408-986-1438

Circle (168) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Every 1999 cover of BE Radio
magazine has a microphone

image on it like the one
shown below.

Some of them were rather
obvious; some were not.

BE Radio held a contest to see
if you could find them all.

Here's where they are:



 January: On the corner of the rolled -
up blueprint

 February: In the coat -of -arms a3ove
the stage

 Mara: In the circuit board poirts
above the man with the hat

 April: In place of the top right eyelet
of the spring -n ounted mic

 May/June: As a shadow on the
ground under the words "Part 5"

 July: Next to tie word "July" below
the EE Radio logo

 August On the telephone next to the
consple

 September: On the girder to the left
of th?.. words. There are six of tern.

October: In place of the beacon on
the light -most pylon

 November/DEcember: Above the N
in the word -integration"

Several :mules bac.. the correct location for all 10
covers. A random Jrawing was held from these
entries, and the w_nner of the BE Radii ski shirt
and Newmann TLM103 microphone it:

Ross Pierce
KMUW-FM
Wichita, KS

Congratulations!
Be sure to keep al of your issues of B3 Radio for
the year 2000, hccause tie mic image will also
appear on them. Look :n the Decenber 2000
issue br details on the next contest.

CligiStor II is here!

An all new digital audio recorder
with dozens of uses!

Perfect for network news delay, traffic reports. translator Ds,
spot insert, call -in telephone info lines, message -on -hold, news

& actuality lines, etc.

All the features of the "ofiginal" DigiStor, plus greatly improved
performance!

8 messages. 8 or 16 minutes recording time. 6.5 kHz
bandwidth. 60dB S/N. Phone coupler included.
In Stock.

EE
HENRY
ENGINEERING

HENRY ENGINEERING
TEL: 626.355.3656
FAX: 626.355.0077
www.henryeng.com

C -de (170) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
See us at NAB Booth # R3389

Now RDL® makes Digital life a lot
simpler with & New Products

featuring s u RE- LOKI"'

RDLIMIFP-CFC1 olivrAL AUDIO FORMAT CONVERTER
+ _

Or

0 AUSE ONLY ONE INPUT

+
E -o

(K

SPDIF
NPUTS

OPTI:;AL COAXIAL

LOCK
AESIEBU
OUTPUT

1726'-'6

LL

New Flat -Pak"" Series

For format conversion, switching and distribution, RDL
has a digital product fcr you. Each featuring Sure-Lok.
The auto -recovery circu.try that monitors the most
frequent causes of latch -up and reinitiates digital sign,,
lock, bringing a higher level of stability in a variety of
professional environments.

RDL
Radio Design Labs

Toll free (800) 281-2683
Local (805) 684-5415

Document Server (800) 391-0017
Europe (++31) 20-6238 983
Web Page www rdlnet corn

Circle (169) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
See us at NAB Booth # R2954 and L12510
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A look at the technical sessions at N./1.112000

It's more than automation and DAWs.

What really happens to send that data on ne?

WETA, Washington, DC.

Also:
Making Money on the Web
Is your website a toy or a tool?

Broadband Communicz dons
More data even faster

Tracking Monitor Points
AM stations must keep their pattems in check.

PaImComputers
Add one to your toolbox.

World Class FM transmitters
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

In our "T" series, we combined the best of both worlds:
Stability and simplicity of grounded -grid PA design with
the high efficiency of a tetrode. The result is a state-of-
the-art FM transmitter line with world -class performance.

"T" Series with the grounded -grid tetrode. Available only
from Armstrong at 20, 25 and 30kW power levels.

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTEr ,-)RATION
Total RF Systems Solutions

Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972
e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com

Circle (171) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Studio &
Corporate

Broadcast
& Cable TV

Government
& Military

Electronic
News Gatherin

Field

Production

Telecommunications

Surveillance &
Transportation

7501Ikk"

Fiber Optic Transport Distribution Test Generators

Video Audio Data

MULTIDYNE

Switchers
SDI

Source ID

HDTV

Loss Detectors

INININ. m u I tidyn e . co m infa@multidyne.com
191 Fa-est Avenue, Locust Valley, NY 11560-2132 USA

1-800-488-8378 1-516-671-7278 Fax 1-516-671-3362

For a personal demonstration, visit NAB booth # 1.9144
CALL cr VISIT our WEB SITE for product oformation and a FREE pass.

Circle (173) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

ools Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers otter excellent
sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

10X1

Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs

and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo
inputs. 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

1:211111111111F
8x1 DAS

Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to split outputs.

11111PEEmMIIIIM
8X2D

Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs,

2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

11111111
6X1G

Passive switching/routing with 6 stereo inputs

and one stereo output. or vice -versa.

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs

and 2 stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for

product information, list pricing

aid a list of distributors!

SS 3.1
Passive switching/routing with 3 stereo inputs

and one stereo output or vice -versa.

MIL
SS 2.1/BNC

Passive switching/routing with 2 composite
audio. video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2 com-
posite audio, video, or AES/EBU outputs, or
vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo
inputs to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: btiabroadcasttools.com
Voice: 360 .428 .6099

Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719

BROADCASTtools

A

L

L
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R
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Shively Labs
Reach for Ratings!

Shively Antennas Deliver
Coverage!

 Superior Engineering
 Multistation Solutions
 Filters & Combiners
 Translators
 Reliable Pattern Studies
 Coax

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ... it pays to be heard!
P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA

Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com

Web: www.shively.com
- An Employee -Owned Company -

Circle (175) on Free Info Card
or online at www.beradio.com

sr- ia
ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

SHPX series FM antenna

 For singe or multiple
frequencies

 15 Mhz diplex bandwith
 120 kw input power rating

Acce 

Ate

itationsl

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

www.ERI inc .com

Circle (174 on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

E

A

S

RWT RMT
1 2 3 ""

111111111

Tan
7

0 t
ENCODER DECODER FCC ID MVII A

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty

2 minutes of digital audio storage
25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio out
for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.cont E-mail: jimg@gorman-redlieh.com

*Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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"Remember that time is money."
- Benjamin Franklin

When you
must, must

have
precision

timing

When you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for

"Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks &
Accessories have been the industry standard
for over 27 years.

Whether using GPS, WWV. Modem, Crystal
or line frequency accuracy - all ESE Master
Clocks can drive digital or analog slave
clocks, as well as interface with video and/or
computer based systems. Call for more
details.

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136  Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

(812) 853-0595
2855 HWY 261

Newburgh, IN 47630
www.centraltower.com

nn 101TT,-;,, ti

From guyed and self-supporting

towers to monopoles. Central

Tower has the experience and

resources to complete even the

most complex project. We are

also proud to have a dedicated

team, committed to providing

unparalleled service. Central

Tower has been and continues to

be the leader in the design.

manufacturing, installation and

maintenance of tower structures

in the country.

44

Us At

Booth#
iB 2000

2974

_c
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TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Eroadcast Industry Since 1978

FOR INFORMATION & THE LATEST PRICES,
VISIT OUR WEBSITE-www.trcorp.com

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@trcorp.com

I Hie Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufactures. Let us send you a customized quote!

cz
g

100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K
100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K

2.0 KW FM 1996 BE FM 2C Solid State
2.5 KW FM 1974 Harris FM 2.5H3
2.5 KW FM 1984 Continental 8I4R1
3 KW FM 1975 CSI FM 3000E
3.5 KW FM 1986 Harris 3.5K

5 KW FM 1983 Harris FM 5K1
5 KW FM 1967 Collins 830E
10 KW FM 1967 Collins 830F1
10 KW FM 1962 RCA BTF IOD
20 KW FM 1979 Collins 831G2
20 KW FM 1980 Harris FM20H3
25 KW FM 1974 CCA 25,000D
25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K

1 KW AM 1979 Harris MW I A
1 KW AM 1993 Continental 314T

Solid State
5 KW AM 1982 Harris MW5A
10 KW AM 1982 Harris MWIOA
10 KW AM 1978 Harris BCIOH
50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW -50B

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454  215-938-7304  FAX No.215-938-7361
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Longle)-Rice over 3-D limain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, TIREM, PTP, FCC & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second ten-,iiii tiatebases...and more'

oft
Irb/J, PLUING1111

.It 1011% SOftWAre

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com
Circle (180) on Free Info Card or

online at www.beradio.com

Talent in... Caller Out
it's that Simple

innkeeper 1

Digital Hybrid

The perfect hybrid for analog
telephone lines. Innkeeper 1 gives
you true separation of send and
receive audio. 19" rack mount or 11"
desktop version.

JK Audio Remote
Broadcast Gear

800-552-8346 Fax: 815-786-8502
815-786-2929 www.jkaudio.com

Circle (181) on Free Info Card or
online at www.beradio.com

The CircuitWerkes AC -12
Telephone Autocoupler Bay

Get up to12 couplers in a neat, compact chasis

> Auto answer & disconnect.
> 2audio busses for mass feeds.
> Individually card selectable

buss or auxilliary audio I/O.
> The aux. audio jack is ideal

for multiple IFB feeds. etc.
> Ring counter answers on

user set ring number.
> Momentary or latching dry

contact outputs at pickup.
> Remove & install cards

without affecting the rest.
> LED indicators for ring.

clipping. power & online.
> Check out our Internet web

site for more info and
technical manuals
Innrin1111

Cw
LJUUULICIEJ

he AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate a wall or cabinet
full of yesterday's couplers.
Our unique dual audio
busses eliminate the tedious
and messy wiring associated
with mass feeds. Each card
can also individually either
send or recieve telco audio,
making it perfect for IFBs, etc.
Best of all. a loaded AC -12
lists for about S200 per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place

Gainesville. Florida 32607
(352)335-6555/fax 380-0230
http://www.circuitwerkes.com

THE ANTENNA IS IIH!
THE PRICE IS RIGHT! '

WHAT MORE COULD
YOU ASK FOR?

3m Antenna
w/48" Ring Mount

Quick Delivery!
Easy Assembly!

telivered Right To The Job Site!
Call New!
Satellite)

600 North Marquette Rd
Praine du Chen. W 53821

1-800-627-9443
Fax: 608-326-4233

Internet designhomes corn/dhsat html corn

Circle (182) on Free Info Card or
online at www.beradio.com

FM BROADCAST ANTENNA

10°

FMR Series

Circular polarization

Series fed element

Internal feed

Brass/Copper

construction

Excellent

bandwidth

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.
719 Pensacola Road

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540  FAX 814-472-5676

E-mail: psiba@surfshop.net

Circle (186) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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Make your
ad stand

out!
Try color!
Call Brian at
888-896-9939

for more
information.

ntry
'BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will 'ax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 410-335-3136  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: baycountry@pcbank.net

Circle (184) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Check out page 7 to

see what's hot

from CONMEX!
Circle (185) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Harnack Engineering, Inc.

1

Accurate Engineenng for Broadcasters

I ININACK

Kirk Harnack
(800)366-7618

kirk@harnack.com
www.harnack.com

AppIbdWireless
Kevin McNamara
Presroent & CEO

Applied Wireless. Inc
... providing options.

PO Box 926
New Market, MO 21174

lel.: 301 865 1011
lax.: 301 865 4422
emall:keonmc4appliedoorelessinc co

www appliedwirelessinc con

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPT\

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD "1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates. Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria. Minas 61604

(309)673-7511
FAX (309)673-8128

Member AFCCE

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Rules
covered:

1, 11,
Pike & Fischer, Inc. 17, 25.
Available in loose-leaf print,
disk, and CD-ROM.

26,
73,

27
74.

Call 800-255-8131. -9 i91

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITh

DESIGN & PLANNING,

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS,

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL,

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

97:
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ELP WANTED

cbsi
Custom Business Systems Intl

Join CBSI, Custom Business Systems. Intl. (a division of Wicks Broadcast Solutions,

LLC) - the leader in the radio broadcast computer systems industry. We have immediate

openings in the following categories:

Regional Sales Managers - Join the leader selling dynamic business solutions

for broadcasters. Candidates will have demonstrated success in the broadcast

industry managing sales and or general business of radio station operations.

Successful candidate will have a strong knowledge of computers. proven sales

techniques. follow through for clients and possess an impeccable customer service

attitude.

Customer Relations/Inside Sales - Come to the beautiful Oregon coast...enjoy

ocean breezes and mountain sunrises. Ensure that our clients get the most from

the most advanced radio business software available....and be working toward a

move to a position as a Regional Sales Manager. Avoid the "consolidation

crunch", put your minimum of five years radio experience and strong knowledge

of computers to work for the best.

Is Digital Audio your favorite topic? Do you understand live assist,
audio compression and PC networking?

DIOITL

UN, V

Technical Manager will have an intimate knowledge of radio programming,

operations and engineering functions related to digital audio equipment and strong

knowledge of NT, client server architecture. Duties include oversight of digital

equipment installation, training and follow up to customers ongoing questions and

needs.

Installation Support Technician Duties include digital equipment installation.

training and follow up to customers ongoing questions and needs. Radio engineer

ing functions are essential.

Manager and Technical DU positions are based from Reedsport, Oregon on the

beautiful Oregon Coast and will travel extensively both in the US and Internationally.

Regional Sales Managers will have demonstrated success in selling digital

audio, live assist and automation systems. particularly in a group environment.

Candidates will have demonstrated success in broadcast industry managing sales

and or general business of radio station operations or experience selling digital

audio products. We are looking for people who have a strong knowledge of

computers, proven sales techniques. follow through for clients and possess an

impeccable work ethic and customer service attitude.

We offer a competitive compensation. benefits

package including 401-(k) match & relocation

assistance. For immediate consideration,

please contact us

Custom Business Systems, Inc.
Attn: HR Manager

PO Box 67, Reedsport, OR 97467

E-mail: HR@cbsi.org www.cbsi.org

Fax: 541-271-1401

Services

II-Lrii®ELECTRONICS
CAI RESEARCH, INC.

ERI® 812-925-6000
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

www.ERlinc.com

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

( t t(), -.tom .1(61 1 ( ,( 1 r(), le( ( m),

 Frolutrx, Searthe, and Coordination
AA1,IM CAIN' ITIS IPTV

 OK Test FCC and 1(110758db MCI

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1-800-797-1338 F. (612)785-463'

MN 55449 (612)785-0115 Member AfCCE

VIF
IDLERS

HOLD DOWN KNOBS
SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
(408) 363-1646 FAX (408) 363-0957

1

luSt
Think...
...if this had been your
ad, you'd have a prospect
right now!

Call Brian Huber at
800-896-9939 to place
your ad today.
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AKG Acoustics 35 127 .. 615-360-0499 J K Audio 66 148 .. 800-JKA-UDIO

Antenna Concepts 90 164 . 530-621-2015 JK Audio 98 181 . 800-JKA-UDIO

Antex Electronics 91 166 . 800-338-4231 Kintronic Labs 18 115 .. 423-878-3141

Armstrong Transmitters 78 157 .... 315-673-1269 Lightning Master 42 134 .. 813-447-6800

Armstrong Transmitters 94 171 .. 315-673-1269 Logitek 14 112 .... 800-231-5870

Arrakis Systems 11 109 970-224-2248 Mager Systems 32 124 .. 602-780-0045

Audioscience 58 142.. 302-324-5333 Medatouch 34 126 .... 204-786-3994

Bay Country Brdcst 99 184.. 410-335-3136 Moseley Assoc. 23 119 .. 805-968-9621

Belar Electronics 91 165 610-687-5550 Multidyne Electronics 95 173. 800-4TV-TEST

Broadcast Electronics 15 113 217-224-9600 musicmusicmusic 79 158 .. 416-537-2165

Broadcast Electronics 41 133 217-224-9600 NAB 2000 55 888-740-4622

Broadcast Software Intl 36 128 888-BSI-USA1 Nagra USA 77 130 .. 615-726-5191

Brcb,,t Supply Worldwide .... 71 153.. 800-426-8434 Nautel Electronics 47 136 .. 902-823-2233

Broadcast Technology .... 82 160.... 719 -336 - Neumann 75 155 .... 860-434-5220

Broadcast Telephone Sys 33 125 .. 888-890-7424 NPR Satellite Sery 13 111 .. 202-414-2620

Broadcast Tools 95 172 .. 360-428-6099 NSN Network Sery 60 144.. 303-925-1708

Broadcasters Gen Store 57 141 .. 352-622-7700 OMBArnerica 73 154 .... 305-477-0974

Cartworks 56 140.. 601-853-9976 Prime Image Inc. 29 121 408-867-6519

CBSI-CLstan BUS. Sys .. 103 102 .... 800-547-3930 Propagation Systems 98 187 814-472-5540

Central Tower 97 178 812-853-0595 Prophet Systems 30 122 877-774-1010

Circuitwerkes 98 186 '352-335-6555 0E1 Corp 80-81 159 800-334-9154

C.naxial Dynamics, Inc. 92 167 800 -COAXIAL QSC Audio Products 67 149 714-754-6175

ComrexCorp. 7 106 800-237-1776 Radio Design Labs 93 169 805-684-5415

Comrex Corp. 37 129 800-237-1776 Radio Soft 40 132 904-426-2521

Comrex Corp MAP,99 185 800-237-1776 Radio Systems 38 156 .. 856-467-8000

Crown Broadcast 9 107 219-294-8000 RF Specialties 50 139 816-628-5959

D H Satellite 98 182.. 608-326-8406 Scott Studios Corp. 39 131 800-726-8877

Dielectric 69 151 207-655-4555 Shively Labs 96 175 . 207-647-3327

Digigram 48 137.. 703-875-9100 Sierra Automated Sys 17 114 . 818-840-6749

DPA MicsfTGI N.A. 70 152.. 519-745-1158 Silicon Valley Pw Amp 92 168.. 408-986-9700

Energy-Onix 61 145 .. 518-758-1690 Sine Systems 10 108 . 615-228-3500

ERI-EIec.Research Inc 96 174.. 812-925-6000 Smarts Broadcast MAP 800-747-6278

ESE 97 177 .. 310-322-2136 Sonifeklndependent Audio . 90 163 207-773-2424

Forecast Consoles 82 161 .. 516-253-9000 Superior Broadcast Prod 89 162 .... 972-473-2577

Full Compass Sys 49 138 800-356-5844 Telewave Inc. 5 105 650-968-4400

Gentner 19 116.. 800-945-7730 Telos Systems 31 123 216-241-7225

Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co. 96 176 .. 740-593-3150 Transcorn Corp. 97 179 . 800-441-8454

Haller Pro 21 117 480-967-3565 V -Soft Communications 98 180 . 319-266-8402

HaMs Corp./Enco MAP,3 104 800-622-0022 Ward -Beck Systems 22 118 416-438-6550

Henry Engineering 93 170 626-355-3656 Wheatstone Corporation 2 101 . 252-638-70W

Hero Radio 59 143 .. 972-447-9115 Wheatstone Corporation 104 103 252-638-7000

Industry Click 43 135 816-300-0323 Windows to the Web ... 72,87 913-967-1848

Industry Click 62 146 816-300-0323 VVireready 12,20,42 110 . 800-833-4459

I novonics 63 147 .. 800-733-0552 360 Systems 25 120 818-991-0360

Intermax 68 150.. 314-345-1030
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Telephone (800) 896-9939
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E-mail- brian_huber@intertec.coin
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Anna Bannister
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.in n.i ban ni,rer6Piorerrec.com
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Fax: (913) 967-1897

jenny Eisele (Editorial Reprints)
Telephone: (913) 967-1966
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jenny_eisele@intertec.com

www.beradio.corn
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Last Byte

Plowing new ground
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

yu've surely heard about the imperative for broad- by a policy change or the addition of clever hardware. But
esters to develop alternate delivery technologies for there can be unintended and undesirable results.
continued viability in the new -media world. Less By any measure, the radio -advertising business is boom -

adequately discussed, however, are workable business ing. Revenues in 1999 were up by double-digit percent -
models for these new services. Naturally, the latter is critical age, .tcro, the hoard compared with the previous year,
to any new strategy, particularly when sub- with national spot
stantial up -front investments are required. We all recognize the unique buys increasing by

There are no easy answers here, and there values of new -media more than 25 per -
never have been. Remember that broad- technologies from the cent. It's tempting to
casting itself became established as a desir- consumer's perspective. want more of the
able medium before the business model of ----iNi-- same but, like any
commercial announcements was hatched. This almost good thing, it can be pushed too far. This may already

accidental discovery turned radio have happened, as evidenced by a drop in the critical
into a wildly successful business metric of time -spent -listening (TSL). Overall TSL to U.S.
decades after its initial develop- radio stations exhibited a double-digit decrease across
ment, which helped fuel the the decade of the 1990s.
growth and improvement of the Note that this has occurred without much of an alternative
service from that point forward. for listeners to turn to. If a new medium that provided similar

Today, we all recognize the content with fewer or no commercials became available,
unique values of new -media tech- this downward trickle might become a torrent. That's just
nologies from the consumer's what the satellite radio services are counting on: that
perspective, but we have not yet listeners fatigued by excessive advertising will be primed to
stumbled upon the key to fuel- accept new services, notwithstanding their use of an
ing this effort with new reve- unfamiliar and intrinsically alienating subscription model.
nues. It is likely just a matter of Broadcasters may therefore be advised to "just say no"

happens. In the meanwhile, some when it comes to adding more spots to an already heavy
advertising load. A far better approach is to raise rates and
explore other alternatives.

time before this
potentially dangerous trends are emerging.

Killing the golden goose
With the onset of new competition, one might think radio Taming the wilderness

stations would be anxious to keep their existing customers Broadcasters need to learn how to sell new technologies
as happy as possible and do whatever they could to expand as soon as they learn how to deliver them. A solid
their audiences. But it seems just the opposite is true. understanding of current web -business practice is essen-
Driven by a robust advertising market, many radio stations tial. Management and sales forces should become famil-
are now saturating their listeners with commercials. iar with rotating banners, data -mining, usage metrics,

Some major -market stations have approached or even click-throughs and e -commerce.
broken the previously unimaginable 30 -minute per hour But don't stop there. This new frontier is wide open, and
benchmark with their commercial loads. The elasticity of experimentation is the rule of the day. Most of the territory
listeners' tolerance to commercials is not infinite. When a remains uncharted. Remember also that barriers to entry in
station is playing more commercials than content, alarms the online world are low, so there is plenty of nonbroadcast
should sound. Such a station is clearly at risk of losing competition out there. One of those players may develop
significant portions of its audience as soon as a reasonable the killer revenue application first, then use it against you.
alternative becomes available. Other stations have resort- Broadcasters should focus their efforts on those ideas
ed to time compression of network programs to squeeze that exploit the unique synergy of their online plus on -
in a few more local spots. air services. Growing business through careful invest -

Supply and demand rules all economics. When advertis- ment and development of new revenue streams from
ing customers abound, it's hard to turn them away because these areas may be hard work, but it makes far more
of sold -out conditions if those circumstances can be altered sense than tilling the same old fields to excess.
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"It was simple
enough for even my
most computer -phobic
jocks to understand."

-Troy Richards at KCCS

KCCS had challenges to overcome. With their mixture of talk

an -.1 music, they needed a digital audio delivery system that

wc Adn't be high maintenance. Something easy for their air

talent to handle. And it had to serve up a professional sound

in everything from their voice tracks to satellite material.

Aft
Tr)

er looking at the available options, Operations Manager

y Richards chose Digital Universe.

"Digital Universe has been a wonderful addition

to KCCS and has resolved many, if not all, of the

conflicts we have faced in the past."

KCCS salespeople are auditioning

spots for clients right from their
desktop workstations. Production

staff are using sound files more

flexibly than ever, with the univer-
sal format of uncompressed audio.
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"I want to personally thank you for making

my life easier and for building us a system that

brings us peace of mind. Thank you also for your

excellent customer service. That was your

greatest selling point."

y to use, flexible to work with, and designed for the
g haul - what can CBSI's Digital Universe do for your

tion? Call us today to find out more about how
adcasters around the country are stepping into the

ure with Digital Universe.
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The Leading EDGE
WHEATSTONE'S D-600 is the DIGITAL

CONSOLE with the features you NEED!
It can control our digital AES routing switcher and

display source information right above each
fader. It can receive serial commands
from your station's auto-
mation system,
displaying
track and cut
IDs; it can even
store and recall
channel setups
directly from its
control surface
-all without the
use of an external PC.

Each individual channel can have multiple para-
metric equalization, limiting, ducking and digital gain
settings-complete with preset recall-a great feature
for your production suite or demanding on -air talent.

Its LED metering system provides dual readouts
showing full scare digital peak and calibrated VU or PPM

ballistics, so you can derive maximum
benefit from its 24 -bit architecture. You

can even have in -line channel VU and
gain reduction metering!

The D-600
allows you to
smoothly

transition into
digital technology

without upsetting
your entire organization

and retraining your whole
staff. THIS IS A TRULY

EXCITING CONSOLE!
Advanced technology,

system integration and high reliability-
WHEATSTONE has the LEADING EDGE!

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857
email: sales@wheatstone.com

N vo.--)c)t_f-tor) Coriorc)tic,r)
600 Industrial Dnve, New Bern, North Carolina, USA. 28562
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